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Summary
The object of this thesis is the study of the Boolean algebras of 
projections on Banach spaces and their properties.
Chapter one is devoted to the study of the integration theory 
needed in the other chapters. The main characteristic features of the 
theory of norraed KOthe spaces are introduced first. Next, we
investigate the conditions on p Which ensure that every function <t> <s 
can be factorized as <t> = f.g, with f & Lp and g Lp'.
In chapter two, Which is the main part of the thesis, we introduce 
the concept of Boolean algebras of projections. We prove that a 
Boolean algebra of projections is a-complete if and only if it is the 
range of a countably additive regular spectral measure, we show that 
a bounded Boolean algebra of projections on a weakly complete Banach 
space X can be embedded in a a-complete Boolean algebra of projections 
on X. Next, the main structure theorem for a cyclic Banach space X is 
proved. It is shown that the weakly closed algebra generated by a 
a-complete Boolean algebra of projections on a Banach space X is 
reflexive. A representation theorem for a complete Boolean algebra of 
projections is included.
In chapter three, we consider the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the restrictions of normal operators on Hilbert space 
to be normal operators, and the restrictions of scalar-type spectral 
operators on Banach spaces to be of scalar-type.
The results of chapter one are due to T.A. Gillespie [13] and
[14]. The majority of the results in chapter two are due to W.G, Bade 
[1] and [9], but we show how Gillespie's results can be used to 
obtain stronger results and give more satisfactory proofs of these 
results. The results of Chapter three are due to Werner [18] and 
Dowson [5].
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1Chapter 1 NORMED KOTIfE SPACES AND FACTORIZATION
THEOREM
1.1 NORMED KOTHE SPACES
1.1.1 Introductiont In this chapter, we investigate the properties of 
certain normed linear spaces, the elements of which are complex valued 
measurable functions. Several characteristic features of the theory 
are discussedi Riesz-Fischer property and Fatou property of the norm, 
the associate spaces and, the subspaces of all functions of absolutely 
continuous norm. Several of the notions and results which follow can 
be traced back to the work of G.KOthe and o.Toeplitz in the thirties, 
and for that reason the normed function spaces Which will be 
introduced in the present chapter are sometimes called Normed Kdthe 
Spaces. Next, we investigate conditions on p which ensure that every 
function <j> in L1^ )  can be factorized as 4> - fg, with f e Lp
q e Lp'* We also consider the extent to which the size of the product 
P(f)‘P(9) tor such factorizations can be controlled. The condition 
that p be a saturated norm is not in itself sufficient for 
factorization always to be possible, but it is a necessary condition 
for a factorization of this type to exist for every function in 
Let (n,E,ji) be a measure space.
1.1.2 Definitiont A function seminorm on (fl, E,p) is a function p
p i M*  ^[o,a>3
such that
i) p(f+g) « p(f) 4- p{g) * f, g € M+
ii) p(oc f)~cc p(f) V / € Mf, a €
2ill) p(/) < p(g) if f g a.e., V f, g e M+
iv) p(/) = o if f = o a.e. _V / e MT*"*
The function seminorm p is called a function norm if it has the
additional propertyt
p(/) = o iff / = o a.e. (/ € M+)
1.1.3 Theoremt if p is a function norm, and u eM+ satisfies p(u) L oo,
then u(x) = oo holds only on a set of a null measure.
Proofi Writing E ~ {xi u(x) = oo}, we have xe < u/n for n = 1/2,3,...,
and so p(*e) < P(u)/n ,n= 1,2,3,..., it follows that p(Xe) = °/ so xr 
= o, a.e. Q.E.D.
One can extend the domain of any function seminorm to the whole of 
M. Then, given the function norm p we extend its domain to the Whole
of M by setting p(/> - p( I/I ) for any / e ML.
given such a norm, let
Ip = {/ e M t p< If I ) 2. co},
and define
N = { / e M t / = o V / =  o,a.e. },
let
Lp - *p / N*
Then p induces a norm , also denoted by p, on Lp defined by
P(/tN) = p( I/I) V / e ip.
Theorem 1.1.3 guarantees that any function / e Lp is finite p-a.e. 
on O, and hence that Lp is a linear subspace of the linear space of 
all fi-a.e. finite functions in M. The resulting normed space is 
called a normed KOthe space. This space Lp is not necessarily norm 
complete.
1.1.4 Example: Let /i be the discrete measure in X = { 1,2,3..,.} and 
for every u = { u(l), u(2),...> e M+ let the function norm p(u) be 
defined by
£30
P(u) = £ 2-n U(n) + iim sup u(n).
n- = l  rv,
3To prove that Lp is not norm complete, let vx~ (l,o,o,...), v2 -
k.
(1,1,0 ,0 ,... ), and so on . For k ^ p we have pCv^-Vp) = Z 2~n  v o
n - P M
as k, p   ^co so vj^  is a Cauchy sequence. Assume the existence of a
function / <s Lp such that p( /-v*)  ^ o as k  ^co. Let xen the
characteristic function of En - {n}j then p{< f-vjz)*En) —^ ° as * —*p°* 
Hence, since p(XEn) ~ 2~n' we have /(n) as k ^  co for every n.
OP
This Implies that jf(n) = 1  for every n. But pCf-v^) = Z 2~n + 1  ^ 1
iv-kfi
as k __  ^co. This contradicts p(f-vy-) o as k to and hence Lp is
not norm complete.
1.1.B Definition! The function norm p is said to have the Rlesz-
Flscher property if, for any sequence (un) e Lp+ (- M+ n lp) such that
Z P(un ) L co, we have £ un <s Lp, i.e., p(E* un) L co.
«--i rt-rj. n.-i
1.1.6 Theoremi The normed linear space Lp, derived from the function
norm p is a Banach space iff p has the Riesz-Fischer property.
For a proof of this result the reader is referred to theorem 2 of 
(19, 445).
1.1.7 Definition! The function seminorm p is said to have the Fatou 
property, whenever it follows from o ^ u± <£ u2 «£....... u, with all
un e M+, that p{ un)   ^p( u )
1.1.8 Theoremi if p is a function norm with the Fatou property, then p 
has the Riesz-Fischer property.
Proofi Assume that p Is a function norm with the Fatou property, and
let un e M* for n = 1,2,3,....., and I f  p(un) L oo. we want to prove 
oo rv-i
that^un e Lp, i.e. p (Z un) L oo. The functions Sn = u1+u2+u3+.. .+un,
( n = 1,2,....) satisfy o ^ Si < S2 * ...., and p(sn) «s z PCu^), so
fe ; \
lim p(sn) L 00. Hence, since p has the Fatou property, lim p(Sn) = 
n «
P(S) =p(£ Un ) L 00. Q.E.D. 
n?i
1.1.9 Definition! Given the function seminorm p, let p(°) - p, and for 
any u e M*, let p(n)(u) = sup{ X uv dpi p(n-1)(v) ^ 1, v eM+} for n =
1,2,...., Where the integral denotes Integration over the whole set
4O. Instead of p^1), p(zK we ©wall write p*, p"*
1.1.10 Theorem t For n = 1#2, p(n) is a function seminorm Having the 
Fatou property.
Proofs It will be sufficient to present the proof for p*, tHe proof
for p" follows by induction. For a fixed v « M+ satisfying p(v) <= 1/
it is evident tHat pv = Jn uv dp. is a function seminorm. we sHow that
Pv Has the Fatou property. Let un <s MT^  (n = 1, 2, ...)be sucH tHat o
* ux c u2 * ...... —> u' an<3 let v e M+ be such tHat p(v) ^ 1. Then v
is finite a.e., and o UiV ^ u^v <s .... uv, a.e. Using tHe
dominated convergence theorem,
lim P v ( u n )  - lim S u n v  dp = / uv civ - pv( u). 
rt
Then pv has the Fatou property. We now show that p ’(u) = sup {py<u)i
p(v) c 1, v e M+) Has the Fatou property. It is evident that p is a
function seminorm. Let o ^ uA * u2 * ...   ^u with all un e if*-, and
let p'(un )    ^ oc. we Have to show that p’(u) = oc. since or =
lim p*(un) ^ p'(u), it is sufficient to show that oc 5s p'(u),i.e. 
w
a: i B for all B L p'(u). Let B L p*(u), Then there exists v e M+ 
with p(v) ^ 1 and such that Pv(u) i B. Since py Has the Fatou 
property, then p^ (\ix) * Pv(u2 ) ^ — > Pv(u ) for this particular v.
Then there exist nQ e N such that Pv(un) ^ B for n ^ n0, it follows 
that p'(un ) i B for all n ^ nQ and so 
a = lim p T(un) i B.
Hence oc = p'(u). Q.E.D.
1.1.11 Definitiont THe function seminorm p is said to be saturated if 
for any set E of positive measure there exists a subset F c e such 
that p(F) \ o and p(*p) Z 00.
1.1.12 Definitionx Let p be a function seminorm . A set E c n such 
that m(E) i o is called a p-purely infinite set if p(*e) = ® an<a 
p(Xp ) = a, for all F c e with positive measure.
1.1.13 IHeoremi Let p be a function seminorm.
5a) (Holder's inequality) If p(u) and p'(v) are finite,
then
uv dp. c p(u).p'(v) 
b) We have p">e p.
Proofi a) For o L  p(u) L  oo . By defintion p'(v) - sup { J*q u v  dp:
p(W) < l,u <s Mf**} L  ro. Put w = u/p(u). Then p'(v) ^ $ wv dp =
X v.u / p(u) dp = l/p(u) . X uv dp. Then X uv dp p*(v).p(u). Now
let p(u) ~ o. if u -o a.e., it is clear that the inequality holds.
Assume, therefore, that E = { x : u(x) >  o > is of positi^measure, and
let En = {x i u(x) \ n_1 } for n = 1,2,...., Since En   ^E, there
exists an index nQ such that p(En) \ o for all n n0, We will show
that En is p'-purely infinite for all n \ n0. Let n ^ n0# ari<3 ^et F c
Eno with p(F) \ o. Since u(x) 1 n_1 on F, we have n*u(x) * Xp/So
p(Xp) «£ n p{u(x)), then p(Xp ) = o. rt follows that p(k Xp ) = o for
all k = 1,2,..., and
p'(Xp) = sup { J*F w dp j p(w) < 1, w £ M* }
^ sup k Xp dp = sup k p(F) = oo
This shows that En is p'-purely infinite for n ^ n0. But then E =
{ x : u(x) i o } = £j En is also p'-purely infinite. Hence since p'(v)
riTi
L  oo, we have p'Z. oo, and v ~  o a.e. on E. For, if E is p'-purely
Infinite and v*Xg \ £ on a set of positive measure, there exists a
number e i o such that v .xe  ^e on a set of positive measure, i.e. v l 
e*Xp for some F c e satisfying p(F)  ^o. But then p '(Xf ) ^ P‘(v)/E/ 
and that contradicts the fact that E is p'-purely infinite. It 
follows that X uv dp = p(u).p'(v),
b) It will be shown that p"(u) £ p(u) for every u € . Assume
that p(u) i. oo. Then
p" -  sup { J* uv dp : p'(v)jCl, v  e  M *  } .
sup { p(u).p'(v) : p'(v) ^ 1, v <s M+ }
= p(u) (by Holder's inequality )
6It follows that
p"(u) «£ p(u) L oo.
If p(u) = ® , then u - oo a.e. Hence,
p"(u) = suptJ* uv dji. j p'(v) ^ 1, v <£ K4-}
= 00
Hence
p"* p. Q.E.D,
l.l, 14.Theoremi The following statements are equivalent
a) p is saturated, i.e., for any set E of positive measure there 
is a subset F c E of positive measure such that p(*j?) is finite,
t>) For any sequence of measurable sets Yn f' ft there exists a
sequence of measurable sets Xn /■ ft such that Xn c Yn and p()%i) L a>
for all n.
Proofi a) * £>) By hypothesis, p is saturated. Let Yn (1,2,...) be a
sequence of measurable subsets such that Yn f n and M(Yn ) ^ 00 for a11
n. Since Yn is of positive measure, then there exists a subset E c Yn 
of positive measure such that p(*e ) ^ 00 ^(E ) ^ M(Yn ) ^ ®* bet r
Vibe the collection of all subsets^ E such that their characteristic
functions are in Lp. We set ac = sup { p(F) i F e r >. There exists a
sequence^of sets Fn e r such that M(Fn) __> «, and by i )  in—-the
lormr we may assume that Fn is
CD
increasing, The set = |jFn satisfies (^Faj) ~ cc. If cr M(E), the
Hr I
set E ~ Fro is of positive measure, and so, since p is saturated, there 
exists a subset F0 c e - Fw , F0 e r, ji(F0) i o. It follows that Fn + 
F0 e r for all n, and p(Fn + F0) 1 ) + M(po)  ^f°r all n. This
contradicts the definition of oc. Hence
sup {p( F) j F<=r >  ~  p( E) =  oc,
it follows that there exists a sequence of sets Xq (n = 1,2,...) such
X
that Xn c Yn and P(^n) L cd, and jbi(Yn-Xn) L l/n for all n. It may be 
assumed that xn is increasing by i) in the definition of a function
7CO ,
seminorm. The set O' = E Xn satisfies Yn - fl* c Yn - Xn, so ji(Yn- fl)VI =-1
L X/n for all n. But Yn - n ’ p n - n* , so-p. (n-n* ) = lim ) =
o. Thus the sequence Xn has the required properties* Conversely, it 
is evident that the existence of at least one sequence Xn f ft such 
that p(Xxn) L oo implies that p is saturated, q.e.d.
1.1.15- Theoremi The following statements are equivalent
i) p is saturated
ii) p' is a norm
iii) p" is saturated*
Proof; Since p" ^ p, it follows that, if p is saturated, p" is 
saturated as well, conversely, assume that p" is saturated; then, if 
E is any set of posit if measure, there exists a set P c e of posit if 
measure such that p"(Xp) t oo. Assume that p is not saturated, then 
there exists a set E of positive measure which is p-purely - infinite, 
so u = o on E for any function u € M+ such that p(u) L oo. then
p{k XE ) = sup { J*e Xu dy.i p(u) *£ 1,u e M+) = o. k=
1,2,..., then
p'(oo.XE ) -  o,
it follows that, if F c e with m(F) ^ then
p"(XF ) = sup { Jp v d/i i p'(v) «s 1/ v «s M+> * Jp k dp
(k=l,2,..)
Hence
P**(Xp) =  SUP {  Jp v p*(v) & 1 , V  e M+} 2* J p  oo dp. =  aa
Therefore
P"(Xf ) =
Hence p" is not saturated. Now, if p is saturated, suppose that 
p'(u) = o. We want to prove that u = o a.e. Then
p'(u) = sup { j* uv d/it p(v)^l, v e M +} = o.
It follows that J uv dp. - o for every v e Lp such that p(v) ^ l. 
Choose v such that p(v) = 1. Since p is saturated, there exists a set
8E of positive measure such that p(Xe ) - Then
o = J1 u Xe ^  = J'gU dfx =_o, 
it follows that u = o on E. Hence u = o on any set f of positive 
measure such that p(xp) ^ ®>* Since p is saturated, there exists a 
sequence Xn / n with M(xn) ^ ° such that P(Xxn) ^ 00 for a11 n*
Then u = o on Xn for all n. Since Xn ? n, u = o a.e. Hence p* is a 
norm, conversely, assume that p* is a norm, hut p is not saturated. 
Then there exists a p-purely infinite set. Hence u = o a.e. on E for 
any u s M+ such that p(u) L oo, and so
P'(Xe) = slJP {JgU dfi tp(u) ^ l, u e M+} - o
since n(E) 1 o, this contradicts the fact that p' is a norm. Q.E.D.
1-2-The Lap space
1.2.1- Definition: Let p be a saturated function norm. The function
/ e Lp is said to be of absolutely continuous norm whenever p(/n) V ° 
for every sequence /n(n =1,2,..) in Lp such that If I ^ fx& /z^....^ o 
pointwise a.e.on n.
1.2.2- Definition: Let p be a saturated function norm. An order 
ideal Y in Lp is a linear subspace of Lp with the property that if / 
e Y, p(x) is measurable and lp(x)| ^ l/(x)| on n, then g € Y.
1.2.3- Let £m denote the set of bounded functions in M and, for each 
4> £°°, let be a bounded linear operator on Lp defined by = 0/
(f e Lp). For the boundedness of M^; since 0 is bounded, there exists 
a constant k 1 o such that |0| ^ k, 0/ e M and 10/1 ^ k|/|, then p(0/)
kp(/). Hence, is bounded.
1.2.4-Theorem: A linear subspace Y of Lp is an ideal iff it is
Mjj,-invariant for every 0 <s £°°.
Proof: assume that Y is an ideal of Lp. Let 0 e fi00 and let / e Y.
9IM^/i = I P/1 ^ Kl/I £ Y since Y is a linear subspace. Then / - 
<t>/ e Y. conversely, assume that Y is a linear subspace M^-invariant 
for every $ e i®. Then for every f <s Y, for every p e I00, P/ e Y. 
Let p e Lp be such that |p| £ If I a.e. There exists a measurable 
function G with |G| * 1 and such that g ~ Of. But G/ «= Y for Mq f = 
G/. Hence g e Y. It follows that Y is an ideal. Q.E.D.
l.2.5~Theoremi The set Lart of all absolutely continuous norm,is a norm 
closed order ideal in Lp.
Proofi We first prove that Lap is an ideal. Let f c Lap and, let g 
e Lp be such that |p| < If I a.e. We want to prove that g is of 
absolutely continuous norm. Then, let fn (n = 1,2,...) be a sequence 
in Lp such that Ip I ^ fi * f£ *....V ° pointwise a.e. But If I ^ Ip I > 
& f2 o pointwise a.e., and f is of absolutely continuous
norm. Hence, p(fn) ___> a as n   ^oo, and then p e Lap. It follows
that Lap is an ideal in Lp. It remains to prove that Lap is norm
closed. Let fn «£ Lap for n = 1,2,..,, and ,o(f~fa )  o as n  ^®.
Then given eio, there exists an index N such that L (1/2) e.
Now, let En (n = 1,2,.,.) be a decreasing sequence of sets with empty 
intersection. Since
sufficiently large. Next we prove that f is of absolutely continuous 
norm. Let |f| * f± * f2 on n, and let e ^ o. Since p is
and o L p(Xxn) z ® for n * Since n-Xn decreases to the empty set, 
there exists an index N such that P(/*n_xN) L ( V 2)* e and 80 
P(/n*Xn-xN  ^L ( V 2) e for all n. Furthermore, since p(f.XEn) V o for 
every sequence En (n = 1,2,...) of measurable subsets of n decreasing 
to a set of measure zero, then for every eio, there exists a positive 
number 6. such that p(En) L 8 implies that p(f.XEn) L V *  »e* a =
P(/*XEn) 42 P( /"-fn) * XEn + P(/N*XEn) * (l/2)*e + P(/-XEn) 
and since p(/n *En) ^ o as n __  ^oo, we have p(fw. XEn) L 6 for a11 n
saturated, there exists a sequence of measurable sets Xn p n,p(xn )Z oo
10
e(4 p(XXN))-1 and set En = { x j  fn(x) ^ } n %  for n = 1,2,...* The
sets En decrease to a set of measure xero, since fn \ o. Hence
fM(En ) L 8 for n ^ nQ. we have fn(x ) ^ a on % - E no for n & nQ, and so 
P(fn*Xxn) ^ P(fn*XEno) + P<fn*Xxn-En)
^ P(f♦XEno) + « P<Xxn-En) ^ (V 4) e + (1/4) e.
This £hows that p(fn) * P(fn*XxN> + PCfn‘Xn-%) L e for n nQ, and so 
p(fn) 0 cis n —^ ®* Hence f is of absolutely continiuous norm and 
so Lap is norm closed, q.e.d.
We conclude, from this theorem, that if p has the Patou property, 
Lp is complete, and hence Lap is norm complete (p saturated).
1.2.6- Since Lap is an order ideal, it follows that, if f e Lap, then
the positive and the negative parts of Re f and Im f also belong to
Lap.
Let 1 denote the function with constant value 1 a.e., and let O’ 
be the set where it takes on the value 1 everywhere. Then, if p(l)£ oo 
it follows that p(xtv) L 00* Hence p is saturated.
Let L00 denote £°° / N and let 1 be the coset in L00 containing the 
constant function with value 1.
1.2.7-Leninai Let 1 « Lap. Then if0 is a dense subspace of Lap.
Proofi Since Lap is an ideal containing the constant function, Lap 
also contains L0^  f 6 £,ap with f ^ o a.e. There exists a
sequence fn of simple measurable functions such that o ^ fn f- f 
pointwise a.e. we have
f & f ~ fi ^ f ~ fz O.
pointwise a.e.on n, and so p(f-fn) -_> °* since f is of absolutely
continuous norm. since fn ^ f for all n, this shows that every 
non-negative element of Lap belongs to the closure of LP°. By 
considering the positive and negative parts of the real and imaginary 
parts of an arbitrary element of Lap, Which all belong to the closure 
of L00, and since L00 is a vector space, then the finite linear
11
combinations of these parts also belong to the closure of L00. it 
follows immediately that L® is a dense subspace of Lap. Q.E.D.
1.3- Factorization theorem
1.3 >lt The elementary observation that every I1-function can be 
expressed as the product of two L2-functions has important 
consequences in the study of self-adjoint spectral measures on Hilbert 
space. in this section, a generalization of this factorization 
theorem to certain normed KOthe spaces will be proved. see [14] and 
[13]
Preliminary lemmas are required.
1.3.2-LeHmat Let (n,£,ji) be a cr-finite measure space and let 1x1 a
sequence in M*, with each /n finite and strictly positive a.e., such 
that either
i) t tog{< 1/2)(/n+-fm)frTl/2• fraT17z) dn — > o 
or ii) / {fn /„,-*■ + fmf „ ~ - 2) an — » o
as n,m  ^  oo. Then {fn) 11213 a subsequence which is convergent a.e.
Proofi We have t ft"1 ^ 2  for all t \ o. The convexity of the 
function tP (1 L p L ® ) for o L t L oo shows that
1/2 (t1z + t"i2) & {(t + t"1) / 2
and the monotonicity of the function Log shows that
Log (1/2) (t1z + t-’a) & Log {(t + t"1)/ 2},z
Since t + t' 1 & z, then (t + t"1)/2 & i and therefore
Log {(t +t”1)/2>1z = (1/2) Log (t + t"1) ^ o.
& '
It follows that the above integrands are non-negative a.e., and so, 
the integrals are well defined in [o,oo]. We show that each of the 
hypothesis i) and ii) implies that the subsequence (Log fn> is Cauchy
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in measure and Hence Has a subsequence convergent a.e. Then suppose
tHat i) Holds and let e \ o. since the functions
t ___> ILogtl and t  y Log (l/2)(t1a + t"1*)
are strictly decreasing When o L t L 1, take tHe value o When t - 1, 
and are strictly increasing for t \ l, tHere exists n ^ o sucH tHat# 
for t \ o,
ILogtl s* e then Log (1/2) (t1j£ + t”1*) > r\
Hence
MlX^g (fn//m)i ^ ^ M{I*og[(l/2)(fn + /m)(/nz * H >
^ 1/H «T{Log [ (1/2)(fn 4- fm ) > o
as n,m   ^w
and so, {Log /m > is CaucHy in measure. The required result follows by 
taking exponentials. Next, suppose that ii) Holds, and let e \ o.
Since
t ___  ^ ILogtl 5s e then t + - 2 ^ r)
we have
M{ I Hog (fn^nfMl ^ e> ^ - 2 n }
^ 1/rj S {fn^nT1 + fm/n"1 - 2 }dfi o as n,m oo 
and so, both i) and ii) imply that {Logfm} is Cauchy in measure. 
Q.E.D.
suppose throughout the rest of the section that p is a saturated 
function norm based on the probability measure space (n,C,jLt)
1.3.3-Leaasiai Let a e E and let 0 e M+ satisfy
fa Log(l I- H4>)d^ i ^ n ( c r ) . p ( h )  
for all H in L*p . Then p'C^.X^) £ }i(cr)
Proof t Fix H in Lfp . since
Sa XiOg (1 + H<I>)dM ii(o)*p(\\) L oo, 
the function H<t> is finite a.e, on <r. Hence, there exists an 
increasing sequence {an} in L such that
crn = {t :(H<j>)(t) <£ n> (n eN)
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Then an e c and u cn - cr .  Let Xan denote the characteristic function 
of crn . Since
Log( 1 + t) * t - (1/2) tz (t > o) 
then t c Log(i +t) f (1/2) t2 (t * o)
it follows that, for o L s L oo and n eN,
Se h 4>.Xan dn = b S h<t>.Xcn an * f Log( 1 + s h <t>*x<jn)d^ +
+ (s2/2) I h2 <J>2 an
* S<T Log(l + S h <J>) dn + (s2/2) n2/i(
* s M(<r).p(h) + (1/2) s2 n2.
Then
S h<t).X<Tn d/i c  /i(ff)*P(tt> + (1/2)n2s .
Letting s 0*, with n fixed, it follows that
S hcfr.Xoh dn < ju(<r)p(h) (n e N)
Since h<t>*Xffn ^ h<t> Xa> Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem gives 
lira J h<t>.X<jn an = S h4>.X<r dn * ^(a)p(h) 
since, by Holder's inequality
/ h$.Xa dn * P(^)‘Pf(Xa .<*>)»
it follows that 
as required. q .e .d .
1.3.4 Lemmai suppose that p has the Patou property and let cr e E with
Xcr e Lp n Lp'. Then there exist f e Lp and g tf Lp' such that
fg - Xg, f ss g zz o off o
and p(/)p'(P) = M(a).
Proofi Assume that /i(cr) i o, the result being trivial when ji(cr) = 0. 
Given f  e Lp+ with p(/) * 1, we have
/cr hog f dn * Sa f dn = S f  .X a  *  P ( / ) * P ' ( X g )  ^ ®
Hence J*0 Log / d/i. is well-defined in the range
- od ^ Sq Log f dn ^ P' (X&)
for each / in Lp'*' with p(f) «£ 1. Also by considering an appropriate
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multiple of Xor, it is seen that there exists / e I»p+ with p(f) * 1 
such that
Ja Log f dp 1 - oo
Defining
a = sup { Sc Log f dp t f « Lp+, p(/) * 1},
we thus have
-  oo Z a ^  p'(Xcr) z oo.
For each integer n, let /n e Lp+ with p(fn) A 1
Jo- Log fn dp * a - 2-n
Since pC(l/2)(fn+^m)> ^ 1, we have
o M „  Log{( 1/2 )(/„+/„,)} an a JV Log (/„* /m’2) dn
The last inequality follows from the convexity of the function t -»tP 
(oztZro) which implies that
fn* fm* *U/2)(/n + W
Therefore
a * Sq Log(fnz.fm*)dp = (1/2) Sa {Log fm + Log fn}dp
i a - 2_n_1 — 2— ^
for all n, m e N.
Since Log fm is integrable over a, each fn is strictly positive and 
finite a.e. on s. Thus for all n, m e N,
Q * Sc { Log(l/2)(/n + fm)(/n",2^ m"tz)><3M =
= Sc {Log(i/2)(fm + fn)}W ~ Sc <Logfnz.fn'z }dp 
£> 2~n'"l
therefore, by lemma 1.3.2 (with the restiction of (Z,p) to a as the 
underlying measure space), there is a subsequence {/nk> which 
converges a.e. on cr. Let / « M+ be defined by putting
f = lim on a 
= 0 off a
Then o *£ y j£ lim inf fnx and so p(/) & lim inf p(/nx) ^ l, by theorem
k
3 of (19, 447) since p has the Fatou property. Fix h e Lp+ . Since
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( i ( a )  \  0 and fn is non-zsero a.e* on a, p(fn) ^ 0 for all n. Hence 
P(fn+*0 ^ 0 for a11 n* The definition of a implies that 
<x &  Sa L o g ( p ^ ( f n  +  +  ^ ) d n
= S<j Log fn + f<x Log( 1+ hfn_1)d^ - M( a )Logp( fn+h)
ife a - 2“n + So- Log( 1 + h fn"1) dfi - fi(a) Log p(fn + ft)
for all n. Hence
Sa  Log (l+hfn_1 )dfi a n ( a ) h o g  p(fn+h) + 2~n a *i(cr)p(h) + 2“n 
the second inequality following from the fact that
Log(p(fn+t»)<3m * Log[p(fn ) + p(h)] a Log[i + p(h>]
*  P ( h )
Since each function Log (1 + hfn” 1 ) is non-negative a.e. on a, Fatou's 
lemma implies that
Sa Log (1 + hf-1 )dp. = SG lim Log (l +hfnlc”1)<3M
-s lim inf Sa Log(l+ hfnk"1) ^  * M(<r).p(h).
Since h is an arbitrary element of Lp, lemma 1.3.3 implies that
g = X<j f ~ l  satisfies p'(g) a fi(a). Hence
P(f)‘P'(0> *
Since p(f) L a>, f is finite a.e. Also, taking h - Xcr in the above 
inequality it is seen that Log(H-g) is integrable over cr and so g is
finite a.e. on cr. Hence f and g are both finite, and therefore both
are strictly positive a.e. on cr, and so f g  = X<r
l i ( a )  =  S * a  dy. =  S f g  dji  a  p ( f ) . p ' ( g )
Thus p(f).p'(p) “ fi(a) as required. Finally, it is clear that both f 
and g vanish off cr. Q.E.D.
1.3.5 - Lemma» Let a e. L, then, given elO, there exist f in Lp+, g in 
L+p' and 8 in E such that
i) 8 c a and t^(a\8) a e#
ii) f . g  - 1 on 8,
iii) P(f)p’(p) ^ (l-fe)M(a),
iv) f and g vanish off 8.
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Proofi Since p is a saturated function norm, by theorem 1.1.15, both p 
and p'1 are saturated. By theorem 1.1.14, -there exists an increasing 
sequence {crn> in 2 such that u an = n and Xcm 6 LP n LP' for aL^L1 n* 
By taking n large enough and considering cr n crn in place of cr, it 
clearly suffices to prove the present result in the case When Xcr 
I,p n Lp*.
Accordingly, suppose that Xa e Lpfi Lp* and let e\0. Assume that 
/it( cr > \ 0, the required result being trivial When o is ji-null. Since
p has the Patou property, p = p" and p"(Xcr) i- ® (see theorem 2 b) of
(19, 457)). The preceding theorem gives the existence of fQ in L+p" 
and g0 in L+p* such that
/q .3o = Xff, P,,<f0)*P,(^o) = P(<0 
with each function vanishing off or. By the arguments in (19, 451- 
471), there exists a sequence {ftnJ in such that
*n t fo* P(*n) /* P"(fo)- 
Noting that f0 is non-zero a.e. on cr, it is seen that ftn f0-1 M  on u 
and therefore, by Egoroff's theorem there exists a measurable subset 
8 of (j and a positive integer k such that
p.(cr\8) & e, fyc ^ (lfe)-1 on 6.
let / = ftfc Xs and put g = hfc”1 on 8, g - 0 on n\8. Then f and g
vanish off 8 and f*g - Xg. Also, since p(hn) ^ P"(fa) for a11 n» then
P(f) * P"(fo)
and since g = f0 g0 on 8 and g vanishes off 8, we have
P*(P) = P*(/oPo ^k-1) * P’C^od+e)) = (l+OP’CPo)
Hence
P(/).P’(P) * (1+e) I*cr).
Q.E.D.
1.3 .6-Theorem; Let p be a saturated function norm based on the 
probability measure space (D,£,ji).
1) If p has the Patou property, then there exist f in L+p and
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g in L+p' such that
f g  =  If P ( f ) P ' ( 9 )  *  1
ii) if p has the Riesz-Fischer property then, given eio, there 
exist f  in l*+p and g in L+p* such that
f . g  =  *8, P(/ )P*(f?) *  1 + e.
iii) In general, given eM), there exist / in L+p, g in L+p« 
and 6 in E with i i ( n / 6 )  & e such that f . g  -  xb*  P ( f )  P ' ( 9 )  £  1 ■** e 
Proofi iii) since p and p" are saturated, then 1 e bp" n Lp. Take 
cr = n in lemma 1.3.5 and the proof follows immediately.
ii) Assume now that p has the Riesz-Fischer property and let 
OZeZl. By repeated application of lemma 1.3.5, we can define 
sequences {6n} in E, { f n } in L*P {5n) in I*+P* inductively such
that, for n =1 ,2 ,...
vi-1 tn-i _
i) 8n c n  \ .U 8 j ii) |i(n \ u 8 j) ii e2n
J-O J^o
Iii) fn3n = X$h iv) p(fn )p'(gn ) * n(0 y u ' s ^ l  + e2n).
J=o
v) /n and gn vanish off 6n,
Where S0 is the empty set. By ii) and iv),
P ( f n )  P ' ( d n )  * + e2n)r (n e N).
Hence, by multiplying by suitable positive constant and gn by its 
inverse, we can arrange that
P(/n> * e11-1 * P'(Pn) * e ^ U  + e2n ) (n <s N). 
Properties i) and ii) imply that the sets 6 ,^ 8 2 ,..., are mutually 
disjoint and that
00
M(n \ u sn ) = 0 .n=o
We can therefore define f  and g in M+ by putting f  = f n and g = gn on 
8n for n - 1,2,.... Then f g  - 1 and
<X> CD
f  =  £  / n » 9 ~ L ffn *
«=1 n = l
The Riesz-Fischer property for p gives
P(/) * ?  p(/n ) *= nsl
and, since p' has the Riesz-Fischer property we also have
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P ' ( g )  * L P'(fln) * t Qn~Hi + e2n)
ki- i "i -1
^ {1 f €) E en_1 
= (1 + e )(1 - e)”1
Thus
PC f)P'(g) -= (1 + e )(1-6 )-2*
Since e is arbitrary in the range o^eZl, it follows that
P(/)P,(P) -= (l+e).
i) suppose that p has the Patou property* Then it has the 
Riesz-Fischer property and so, by what has been proved ,there are 
sequencestfn>in L+p andfpn}in L+p' such that
fndn = PCfn) P'(ffn) * l+2~n.
By appropriate scaling, we may assume that
P(fn) = 1. P’(fln) * l+2“n.
Note that /n is strictly positive a.e.(since fg = 1) and is finite
a.e. since pCfn) L ® 311(3 P is a norm. Furthermore,
0  *  S {  f n f v T 1 +  fm frC 1 ~  2 
“ ifndm + fm^n _ 2)
^ PCf nP' C0m) 'I PC/m)P'Cf7n) ~ 2^(fl)
^ 1 + 2“m + 1 + 2“n - 2 = 2~ra + 2~n,
for all n,m l. Therefore by lemma 1.3.2 there is a subsequence
{/nk) converging a.e. on n, to f say, and the Fatou property implies 
that
p ( / )  ^ l im  i n f  pCfnk) = 1 ‘
See theorem 3 of (19 , 447,448). Interpreting 0”1 as to and O.w as 0 
in the usual way, we have
PnX — a.e.
Where g - f"1, and the product fg equals the characteristic function 
of the set
{  w e n  i / ( w )  1 0 }  =  {  w e n  i 0 ( w ) £ o o } .
Now, since pf has the Fatou property,
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p*(3 ) * lira inf p’(0nk) *K
This implies that g is finite a.e. since p* is a norm. Hencetfg = 1. 
Finally
i - s gf ^ p(/)p'(0 ) * i*
Hence
P(/)P*(S) = 1* Q.E.D.
1.3.7- Theorem* Let p be a saturated function norm based on the cr- 
finite measure space (n,E,/i) and let 0 € L^ ju.)
i) If p has the Fatou property, there exist f in L+p and 
g in L+p' such that
4> = fg, p(/).p'(tf) =
ii) if p has the Riesz-Fischer property then, given elO, 
there exist f in Lp and g in Lp' such that
<J> = fg , P(/)P*(0 ) * <1 + e)H4>lli.
iii) In general, given elO, there exist / in Lp and g in 
Lp* and 6 in E such that
4> X<f « fd, P(f)*f>'(9) * (1+e )||<J>Hi.
and
«Tn\6 £ .
Froofi Assume that 0 is non-zero, the required result being trivial 
when 0 = o a.e. By homogegheity, we may taKe Hd>lli - 1*
First, suppose that 0 & 0 a.e. and define the probability measure v by
dy - <&d{Jb on (n, E) and let
<r0 = {w c* n t 0(m) 1 0  >
Note that a e E is v-null iff a n a0 is /i-null. Let
r(f) = p(Xcro f) i f  « M1*) 
it is easily verified that r has the Riesz-Fischer property or the 
Fatou property if p has the corresponding property, and the associate 
norm r* is calculated as follows. Let g e M*, if / e M* with r(f) - 
P(Xtro f) £ I* then
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j* gf <3v = J* 4> fg dpi * P'(4>0).
Thus T*(p) -£ P*(03). Also if f 6 M+ wi£h p(/) * 1, then p(f) =
P(Xaof)t and s°
X 0  ffl c*M = X 5/ dy ^ T(/).r’(g> * T'(g).
Thus p'(0p) ^ r'(g), and hence p'(0p) = r'(g) (g <sH*)
i) suppose that p has the Fatou property. Then so has r. Also, r 
is a saturated function norm based on (fl,E,v). By theorem 1.3.6 i)
there exist fQ in L^r and g0 in L+r* such that
fo&o = ^•
If we take / to be a representative of f0 such that / = o a.e, on
n\cr0, and 0po = g we have
fQ = 0 r Pif)P'(g) = 1 = Il0lli*
ii) Assume that p has the Riesz-Fischer property, then so has t. 
Given elO, by theorem 1,3.6 ii) there exist fQ in L+p and g0 in L+t', 
such that
-fo0o = l# t (/0).t ’(p0) ^ 1 + e
By taking f to be a representative of f0 Which vanishes on the v-null
set n \ a0 and 0po = g , we get
fg = 0, p(/).p'(p) ^ 1 + e.
The third part of this theorem is obtained in a similar way.
Now,for 0 e 0  * o a.e. Then the theorem is proved for 101 = 0
& 0 a.e. Let e be a unimodular function with |6| = 1. Then 0 = 00.
Since p and p' are invariant under multiplication by unimodular
functions the required results are easily deduced. Q.E.D,
1.3.8 Definition! The ideal Lap is said to have carrier tl if, given 
u s e ,  with f.i(a) 1 0, there exists t e E with r c a and fi(r) 1 0 such 
that Xr e Lap.
1.3.9 Theoremi Let p be a function norm based on the u-finite measure
space (Q, E,ji). Suppose that p has the Riesz-Fischer property and that
ct ,
the orrier of Lap is fl. Then, given 0  e l^Cm) and elO, there exist /
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in Lap and g in Lpf such that
$ = fg, P(/)P'(fl) * (1+0 ||4>lli.
Prooft Given / e M+, let
T(/) = p(f) if f € Lap 
= ® otherwise 
Then t is a function norm, since Lap has carrier n, p is saturated 
and hence r is saturated. Let {un} he a sequence in L+r such that
gi£? CO
E T(un ) L oo. Then E p(un ) £ ® and {un> is a sequence in Lap. Put
M
5n — E uv. Then 5n e LaD and hence T(Sn) = p(Sn). it follows that 
K'l
l.im r(Sn ) = lim p(Sn). 
n n
Since Lap is closed in Lp, there exists u e Lap such that lim p(Sn) = 
P(u)
Hence
r(u) = t(£ un ) = p(u) L ro. 
nrl
Then r has the Riesz-Fischer property.
Furthermore, let / c M*
r'(f) =  sup {J- fg d}i t g e M * ,  r ( g )  *  1}
= sup {J* dfi i g e M+, pig) * 1} = p’(f)
The result now follows from theorem 1.3.7 ii) Q.E.D.
1.3.10 -Examplet in general, it is not possible to take e = 0 in 
theorem 1.3.7 ii). For instance, let p be the counting measure on*N 
and let
P(f) = ll/ll® if /(n ) _* 0 as n oo 
= oo otherwise.
for f in M*. Let E be a non-empty subset of N, and let k be an
element of E. Put F = {k>. Then
P(Xf ) = IIXfII = l
since lim Xp(k) = °* Then p is saturated. Let {/q } be a sequence in
, op oo
LTp such that E P(/n) L Then E H/nlloo It: follows that
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IIE^II® *  Hll^ll® * Slfidl® ~ E P(fk)I I I
Then lira p(E = lim || E /*!!» ^ E H/k I £ ca>
O 1 H-^ oo I |
Then p(E“fn) L °°' and hence z fn * LP* 
i i
eTherefore p has the Riesz-Fischer property*
P*(f) = E l/(n)| = ll/ll!.
Let 0 be a function in L^ (/i) with infinite support* By the definition
of the elements of Lp, clearly 4> cannot he factorized as a product of
an element of Lp and one of Lp*. Also, in general, it is not possible
to take e = o in theorem 1.3.7 ii). If 4> is the same as above and if 5
is the set discribed in theorem 1.3.7 iii), then
<i> X$ - fg*
with / e Lp, and g e Lp'. Then 6 is finite. But since X I4>l dfi -
E l$(n)| = 0. Then N \ 6 is finite as well, and this gives a
contradiction. Q.E.D.
1.4 Uniqueness of factorization
Let p he a function seminorm based on the cr-finite measure space 
3^3 let 4> £ L-^ jx)* Define the support of <t>, supp 4># by 
supp <t> = { w e n * 4>(w)/o}
This set being well defined up to a /x-null set.
1.4.1- Definition! A factorization 4> = fg is called an exact
p-factorization of <t> if / e Lp, g e Lp' and
ll<Wll = p(/).p'(p).
1.4.2 Remarks if 4> = fg is an exact p-factorization and if fQ and gQ 
are defined to be
fo = / on supp 4> ; gQ = g on supp 4>
= 0 off supp 4> = 0  off supp 0
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Then an exact p-factorization is still obtained.
114*111 — X 14> I 4/t — Xeuppjj 14* I 4/i = Xsupp4> 1/014/i — X 1/014/i
- X 14> 1 4/i = P(/)P'(0) = X l/oPol^M = X 1 /X<t> 1 * !0X014/i
* P(/q )P*(0°)
where X4> is the characteristic function of supp <t>. But p(/) ^ P(/0) 
and p’(0) ^ p'(p0). Then p(/).p’(0) = p(/o).p'(0o) = Il4>lli*
Also, given an exact factorization 4> = /0, others can be obtained by 
writing
<& = ( « ©  /XcT1©-1©) 
where a is any positive constant and © any unimodular measurable 
function. Subject to the proviso that the factors vanish off supp <$>, 
any two p-factorizations are related in the following way.
1.4.3- Theoremi Let = fg ~ hk be two p-factorizations of $ with
f,g,h and k vanishing off supp <|>. Then there exists a unimodular
measurable function e and a positive contant a such that 
ft = a ©/, k = oT1 $r_1 p.
Proofs Assume ||4>|li A 0, the result being trivial when <J> = 0. Let 
a = p(ft) / P(/) and define © by
© = a-1 h / f on supp 4>
= 1 off supp <t>.
Then
ft = a f e i k g .
Also
X \<t> ©ld/1 = / \$ar1(n/f)\ty = a_1x 14>(h//)14/i = a_1X Ipftld/i 
< a"1 p(h ) .p' (0 ) = P</).p'(0 ) = X l<M4/i = II4>I11
and, similarly
S l<t)©'“1|4/i = S \&x (//ft)|4/i = X |ftk(//ft).oc|dM
= ocX I K/14/x ^ a p(/).p’(k) = p( ft). p * (k )
= H4>lli.
Hence
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Since t + 
that IeI
S |<*>|{ lei + l e r 1} ^  *  2||4>Hi. 
t"1 ^ 2 for t X 0, with equality only When t = 1/ it follows 
= 1 on supp <t> as required. Q.E.D.
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Chapter 2 Boolean algebras of projections and reflexive
algebras of operators
2.1*0— Introduction! In the first section of this chapter# an attempt 
will be made to characterize the strong closure of the operator 
algebra generated by a Boolean algebra of projections B. It will next 
be proved that a bounded Boolean algebra of projections on a weakly 
complete Banach space X can be embedded in a a-complete Boolean 
algebra of projections on X. Then, it will be shown that, given a 
cyclic Banach space X, there exists a normed Kdthe space Bp, the norm 
of Which has the Fatou property such that x is linearly homeomorphic
to the subspace Lap and such that, under this homeomorphism the
projections in B correspond to operators consisting of multiplication 
by characteristic functions. in section 4 , it will be proved that, 
given a cr-complete Boolean algebra of projections on a complete Banach 
space X, the weakly closed subalgebra A of B(X) is reflexive. As a 
generalization of this result, it will be shown that, in fact, every 
weakly closed subalgebra A containing the identity operator is 
reflexive. As an immediate corollary of the reflexivity result, it 
will follow that every scalar-type spectral operator is reflexive. 
Finaly, the chapter is concluded by a representation theorem for a 
complete Boolean algebra of projections.
2.1.1- Definition: A Boolean algebra of projections in X, Where x is a 
complex Banach space, is a set of projections in X which is a Boolean 
algebra under the operations A U B and A n B Which has for its zero
and unit elements the operators 0 and I in X. A Boolean algebra B of
projections in a Banach space X is said to be complete (cr-complete) if
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each subset (sequence) of B has a greatest lower bound and a least 
upper bound in B and if for every set (sequence) B0 in B
( U E ) X = Sp { E X : E € B0> , ( 0 E)X “ H E X .
£ £ 60 £ £ <= 6 c?
Where the supremum A U B and the infimum A n B of two commuting 
projections are defined as follows 
A U  B = A I B - AB 
A n B = AB
The Boolean algebra B is said to be bounded if there is a constant M 
with
IE| <£ M  (E e B)
Let B(X) be the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators in X*
2.1.2- Theorenn a  linear functional on B(X) is continuous with 
respect to the weak operator topology iff it is continuous with
respect to the strong operator topology.
sProofi since the strong operator topology is stronger than the weak 
operator topology/ a functional continuous in the weak operator 
topology is continuous in the strong operator topology. Conversely, 
let F be a functional on B(X) Which is continuous in the strong 
topology, then, for e\0, there exist a finite subset 
{x1,xz,x3,....,xn> of x and a 8\0 such that
|TXj_I 2.8, T € B(X), i = 1,2,....,n implies that |F(T)| L e 
consider the Banach space xn = x +  x +  x +  ... + x of all n-tuples 
r) = (x1,xz, ... ,xn) with x^ e X, i - l,2,...n. The noon in Xn is ||r)ll -
max |xt |. Define H s B(X)  v xn by H(T) = (Txx,Txz,.... ,Txn) and put
/(h) = F( T) if ii 6 H(B( X)) and rj - H(T). Since ||H(T)|| -
||(Tx1,Txz, .. ,Txn)|| = max I Tx^J L 8 implies that |F(T)| L e, / is well 
defined and continuous on H(B(X)). By definition H is continuous in 
the strong operator topology. Then H(B(X)) is closed in the strong 
operator topology . Hence, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, / has a 
continuous linear extent ion /t defined on all of xn. Clearly /1 has
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the form
f l ( X L I Xz , . . . , X n ) =  £  X i ^ X i ) ,
f-1
where k±* e X,i = l,2,.,,n. Conversely, F(T) - /X(H(T)) has the form
f(T) = f1(Tx1#Txz, .. . ,Txn) - £xt* Txi#
i^i
ana obviously F is continuous in the weak operator topology. Q.E.D.
2.1.3- Corollaryt A convex set has the same closure in the strong 
operator topology as it does in the weak operator topology.
Proof: This follows from the preceaing theorem, since the closure of a 
convex set of B(X) in the strong operator topology is the same as its 
closure in the weak operator topology induced by the set of all 
strongly closed continuous linear functiogtf on B(X). Q.E.D.
2.1.4- Proposition: if a Boolean algebra of projections is cr-complete, 
it is bounded.
Proof: Suppose the Boolean algebra of projection is not bounded. A 
projection E is said to have property (o<) if sup|F| = oo. clearly, for 
any E in B, either E or I-E has the property (a), for if both E and 
I—E do not have the property (a) , then, since 
EF + (I-E)F - F
and
||F|| = i|EF + (I-E)FII IIEFil + ||(I-E)F|| .
(C
|uj |( f Sol M  00 ;
Which gives a contradiction. If E has the property (oc) and F ^ E,
II Fi
then either F or E-F has the property (a). Let E^ have the property
(a). THen there is an ^ Ej such that IFjj ^ 2 4* 2|Ej|. Let E2 be
a member of the pair Fi,Ei-Fi with the property (ot). The equality
lEi-FjJ & IFj_ | - |EX! ^ 2 + IEx j.
shows that | i 2 +IE1 I. An F2 is now selected in E2 such that IF2 1
0
^ 3 4- 2 IE2 I, and so on. The construction proceeds by induction.
Now, for each n, let Gn = En - The projections Gn are disjoint
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and lim tGnl ~ 00* selecting subsequences from the sequence {Gn}, a 
collection of mutually disjoint sequences o£ projections {H-jkj, j,k =
1,2,...., is obtained such that
lim IHjjcI ~ j ~ 1»2< 1 1 1 . *
X ^>co _ „Oo oo CO 430
Define P-j ~ U then Pm*Pn = G Hgg^  U Hnk ~ ^ ^tnk^nk = ® for m ^ n
|^ rf K^l K“t
The relation
I fftnnX1 i Hmn Pmxl _ 1Hmn Bfflk x I
Ixl |x| Ixl
= iPmx l IHmn pm x l ^ lpml lHmnpm p x -* 0
IPrnXl ixl lpmx! ' m
shows that
ipmi l^mnlpmX 51 l^ mnl
Then
HmnIPmX * IBmllpmt '
Where the left side is the norm of as an operator in Pmx.
Consequently
lim 1 Hmn|prox - 00 / m - 1/2,....fV->co
Select a subsequence {n^} and unit vectors xi in PjX such that
ao
lHini xil ^ 1 * i = 1/2,...* The projection Q - ,U Hj_ni cannot be 
bounded since
IQXil = IQ P i * i l  = IQ.WjHlnJ * i |  = IH iij j  * i l  \ 1 .
Then B contains a sequence Which has not a least upper bound. This 
contradicts the e-completeness of the Boolean algebra B. Q.E.D.
2.1.5- Lemmas Let B be a complete (cr-complete) Boolean algebra of 
projections in the Banach space X and let {E^} be a monotone 
generalized sequence (a monotone sequence ) in B. Then if {E^} is 
increasing,
lim Eax = (U Ea)x, x <s X. 
oo
While if {E^} is decreasing, then
lim Eax = (n Ea)x, x e X.
<H-)co pf
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Conversely, If every monotone increasing generalized sequence 
(monotone increasing sequence) of elements of a Boolean algebra of 
projections converges strongly to an element of J3, then B is complete 
(a-complete).
Proofi Let E0 = U Ea be the supremum of the increasing generalized
sequence {Ea> and let eio and x e X be arbitrary* Since eqx = 
  o
spanEaX there is a vector y = £z^ and indices oti such that Eai z± = z±
and |E0x-y| «£ e. If a ^ a^, i = l,2,...,n, then Eaiy -y= Ea£ z^ ~£
n
Eazi = £ zi = y* Thus , since EaE0 = Ea it follows that, for a * o^, 
we have
|Eax - E0X| ^ lE^x - yl + IE0x - yl = |Ea(E0x - y)l +
|E0x - y| L (M + l)e,
where M = sup{ ||E|| : E e B >* This proves that lim Eax - E0x .
Now assume that {Ea)a is a decreasing generalized sequence . since
n E« « (I - U< I — Ea))
<* <K
Then {(I-Ea )} is increasing* If we put E0 = U (I - E«) we obtain 
1(1 - Ea )x - E0x| * (M + l)x 
Clearly I - E0 = n It follows from the above inequality that
1(1 - Ea )x - E0xI = 1(1 _ E0 ) x  - Eax| (M + l)e.
b
The proof in the cr-complete case is quite similar. To prove the 
converse, let {E> be a subset of B and let {Fa) be the generalized
sequence of finite unions of elements of {E> ordred in the natural
K
order of projections. A projection F is an upper bound for {E} if and 
only if it is an upper bound for {Fa>, and since 
iEx U* . . *U En)X = span{ U EiX)
for any finite set of projections, to construct a least upper bound
for {E> in B, it suffices to make the corresponding construction for
{Fa>. Let Fqq ~ lim Fa in the strong operator topology. Since
if 0 * «,
we have
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FaFro - liitiPaF|3 = Fa.
Then Fro ^ pa and thus F® is an upper hound for {Fa}. If F is another 
upper bound, then
FFjjj = lim fFq( = limFa = FMt
Then F s* Fro. it follows that Fm is the least upper bound U Fa of 
{Fa}, since
F^x = lim Fax e spanf U Fax }.
It follows that FqjX c span{ u Fax }. On the other hand, since F^ is 
an upper bound for {Fa>, then FaX £ , for all a, which shows that
If every increasing generalized sequence {Fa} of projections in B 
converges strongly, then {(I-Fa )> is a monotone decreasing generalized 
sequence of projections in B which converges in B strongly. A 
greatest lower bound for {E> in B may be constructed in a fashion 
analogous to that used for constructing the least upper bound. The 
proof for the cr-complete case follows semilar lines. Q.E.D.
2.1.6- Definition! A spectral measure in X is a honjefomorphic map of a 
Boolean algebra of sets into a Boolean algebra of projection operators 
in x Which has the additional property that it maps the unit in its 
domain into the unit in its range. A spectral measure is said to be 
bounded if the norms of the projections in its range are bounded.
The structure space of a commutative Ejnach algebra is the set A of 
all maximal ideals in X with the topology determined by all the 
neighbourhoods of the form
where A is an arbitrary finite set of elements in x and elO. 
Furthermore, A is a compact Hausdorff space in this topology.
2.1.7- Lemmai The unifoonly closed algebra of operators generated by a 
bounded Boolean algebra of projection operators is equivalent to the 
algebra of continuous functions on its own space of maximal ideals.
tX_j.cc
FqoX = span { U FaX >
N(\0,e,A) = e A, JXC^ol L £/ X e A}
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Frooft Let B be a Boolean algebra of projections, and U0(B) the set of 
all operators D of the form
i) U = E «±
Where
n
ii) 0 & Ej_ B , E = I , Ej_Ej = 0, i ^ j, ii j ~ 1,2,. . . , n .
I
Then UD(J3) is clearly an algebra of operators containing B. Hence, 
if U(B) = D0(B), then U(B), is the uniformly closed algebra of 
operators generated by B.
Now let be the canonical mapping of U(B) into the ring of continuous 
functions on its own space A of maximal ideals. To show that 
establishes an equivalence of U(B) with all of C(A), it is sufficient 
to show that 4T'1 - s is bounded, and that \p(U(B>) is dense in C(A). 
To show that sir-1 = s is bounded, the existence of a finite constant M 
such that
|U| ^ 4 M sup |U(X)|
A
will be established. Since both sides of this inequality are
continuous functions of U, it is sufficient to establish the
inequality in UQ(B). Thus, let u have the form given in equality i)
with the auxiliary condition ii) satisfied. For 1 £ X ^ n it is
possible, since is not quasi-nilpotent, to find a maximal ideal X
in A such that Efc(X) * 0, Since E^Ej = 0 for j # K f we have Ej(X) = 0
for j ^ K and since E^2 = Ek (X) we have E^X) =1. It follows that
U(X) - ex*, on the other hand, it is clear that every maximal ideal X
in A has the property that Ei(X) - 1 for one and only one integer i
n and that for other integers j «£ n we have E*j(X) = 0. Thus
sup I U( X) 1 - sup I I
Let M be an upper bound for the norms IE 1 of the projection E in B .
It will be shown that
1) C I x* Eix| -£ 4MI x I i x*!, x <s X, x* ex*, 
i
To see this, note that
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E |Re(x*E;jX)| = E+Re(x*Eix)| - E"Re(x*EiX)
= Re(x* E+ Etx) - Re(x* E“ EjX)
^ 2 M |x||x*|.
Where E* (E_) represents the sum over those i for which Re(x*EjX) a* o 
( o). By treating the imaginary part in the same way and adding, it 
is seen that
E |x*EiX| 4 M|x| |x*|,
so that i) is proved. It follows immediately that
IU| = IE otiEil = sup J E otiX*EiXI 
« lxi,tx»si
4 M sup lotjj sup 1 CJ< A > I 
Proving that 4>-1 is hounded.
To show that \|/(tJ(B))is dense in CCA), it suffices to show, in view of 
the Weierstrass theorem, that vp(U0(B)) distinguishes between points 
of A (i.e. for every A, y e A, there exists / in \KCJ0(B)) with f( A) * 
f(y)) and contains the complex conjugate of each of its elements. 
Since vj/(U0(B>) is dense in vp(U(B)) and A is the space of maximal 
ideals of U(B), it follows immediately that ^(U0(B)) distinguishes 
between elements of A. If A is in A and E is in B, then Ea(A) = E(A), 
so that E(A) is 0 or 1, and hence real. Thus.
E%. E± (A) = E aiEi(A)
> I
Proving that vp (CJ0(B)), and hence v|/(U(B)), contains the conjugate of 
each of its elements. Q.E.D.
The following result can be found in [10, 2204].
2,1.8-Lemmai A Boolean algebra of projections in a Banach space x is 
cr-complete iff it is the range of a countably additive regular
b
specral measure defined on a cr-field of subsets of a compact space. 
Prooft Let B be a cr-complete Boolean algebra of projections. Then B 
is bounded by proposition 2.1.4 and, by lemma 2.1,7 U(B) is equivalent 
to the algebra of continuous functions on its own structure space A. 
For each x in X and x* in x*, the number x*(s{/)x) depends linearly
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and continuously on x and upon the function f in C(A) and hence, by
the Riesz representation theorem x*(s(/)x) determines a unique
regular countably additive measure defined on the Borel sets in A for 
which
i) x*(s( f )x) = JA f(K) M(dX,x,x*), f e C(A)
the left hand side of this equality is bilinear in x and x* and since
the measure n(«rX#x*) is uniquely determined by this equation, the 
number ji(8 ,x,x*) is consequently bilinear in x and x*. Furthermore, 
since
lM(6 ,x,x*)| ^ I v(A,m( . /X,x*)I = sup x*(s(/)x) I ^ MlxI Ix*I, 
Clearly jx( 6 ,x,x*) is continuous in x and x*. Thus for each Borel set 
S in A and each x* in X*, by the Riesz representation theorem for 
bounded bilinear functionals on C(A), there is a vector A(6 )x* in X* 
with
M(6 ,x,x*) = <x,A(8 )x*>, (x € X).
It follows from the bilinearity and the boundedness of /i that A(6 )x* 
is linear and continuous in x*; that is, A(S) exists as a bounded 
linear operator in X*. Since every function f in C(A) is bounded and 
Borel measurable, the integral /A /(X) A(dX) exists and it is seen 
from i) that
ii) s*(f) = SA f(\) A(dX), f e C(A).
It will now be shown that A is a spectral measure in X*. By placing f 
= 1 in ii), we see that I* = A(A) and since A(6 ) is additive in 6 , 
that
A( 8 )' =1* - A( 8 ) - A( A) - A( 8 ) = A( 8 * ).
To prove that A is a spectral measure, it will therefore suffice to 
show that A( 8 n <r) = A(S)A(<r) for every pair 6 ,a of Borel subsets of 
A. Now, for every pair f,g of functions in C(A)
Ja f W  Ja 9(H) A(dju. n dX) = SA /(X) g(X) A(dX) •-=«*</<?)
= B*(f)B*(g)
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= X a / ( M  B*(e) M M )  = XA  / < M  Xa 0(m) A ( d / o  M M )
Thus for x in X ana x* in X*
iii) Xa f(K) Xa 0 (M>x,A(d/i 0  dX)x*
= Xa /<M Xa C7(M) X A(dji) A(dA)x*.
Since the measures xA(,)x* are all regular, the integral(as a 
functional on C(A)) uniquely aetermines the regular measure, it
follows from iii) that
Xa Q(^) X a(djx n 8 )x* = Xa 0 (M)x A(d/OA(S)x*,
Where g e C(A)
This uniqueness argument may be repeated to conclude that
A(8 n a) = A( 8 )A(a) 
for every 8 ,cr of Borel subsets of A. Then A is spectral measure, it
will now be shown that, because of the a-completeness of B, the
operator A(e) is, for every Borel set e, the adjoint of a projection 
in B. Let E be the family of those Borel sets e in A for which A(e> = 
E(e)* for some projection E(e) in B. Since B is a Boolean algebra, 
the family E is a field. To see that E is a a-field, let {en> be an 
increasing sequence of sets in £. Since
Gn+1) E(en) = A(eA4-i en) — A(eA) = A(en) = E(en) .
The sequence;/ {E(en )> is increasing, and since B is cr-complete it
follows from proposition 2.1.4 that the strong limit E - lim E(en) 
exists and is a projection in B, Thus
co
<x,A(u en )x*> = lim <x,A(en )x*> 
r)M n —> oo
- lim <x,E(en )*x*> = < x , e *k*>, (x 6 X, x* x*),
to —> Od?
CO
which shows that the union uen Is in E and proves that E is a a-field. 
Hence, to see that E contains all Borel sets it suffices to show that 
E contains every open set. Let e be an open subset of A, let x and x* 
be elements of X, X* respectively, and let eM). Then, because of the 
regularity of (x,A(.)x*) there is a closed subset 8 of e such that 
i) J(x,A( 8 ^)x*) - (x,A(e)x*)(L e.
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for every Borel set 61 with 8 £ 81 £ e, To each E in B corresponds a 
continuous function fg which is determined by the equation E - s(/E )*
A
Since Ez = E we have fzE - fE, that is, /E is the characteristic 
function of a set c(E). Since fg is continuous, the set a(E) is both 
open and closed. The structure space A of CJ(B) is homeomorphic to a 
closed subset of the Cartesian product Pu(E) where E varies over B. 
The mapping E ^ < x ( E )  is an isomorphism between B and the Boolean 
algebra of all open and closed subsets of A. Sets of the form 
{X /Ks-^C- A)( A) I L a > with A in U(B) form, by definition a subbasis 
for the topology of A. Since ar{EF) = a(E)a(F), the sets o(E) actually
form a basis for the topology of A. Consider now a closed set 6  ^with
8 £ £ e. Each point x in 8  ^ is interior to some set cr(E) £ e.
Since is compact, a finite number of sets ofE^), cr(Ei), ... ,a(En) 
cover 8 ,^ and thus if eq is the union of the projections 
Ej^E*,.. .. ,En, then
8 £ Bx £ U ff(Ei) = a(E0) £ e.
Thus if E is a projection in B with cr(E0) £ a(E) £ e, it follows from 
i) that
ii) A cr(E) = JV(E) A(dA) = Sh XciE) A(dX)
since
ACff(E)) = Sa i E )  A(dX) = Ja  Xff(E) A(dX) = S(Xa (E)) = E.
It follows from ii) that, . , x
iii) I - (x, A(e)x*) I /_ £,
for every projection E in B with a(E0) £ a(E) £ e. Thus if <E^} is
the generalized sequence of projections E in B with cr(E) £ e, directed
in the increasing order of projections, it is seen from iii) that
Cx, A(e)x*) = lim x*(EhX). 
h
On the other hand, it follows from lemma 2.1.5 that 
Epa = ft Eh = lim Eh, 
in the strong operator topology. Thus x*(E00x) = (x, A{e)x*), which
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proves that e is in E and shows that E consists of all Borel sets in 
A. This means that for every Borel set e in A there is a projection 
E(e) in B with A(e) = E(e)*. conversely# assume that JB is the range 
of a countably additive spectral measure E Which is defined on a 
<r-field E of subsets of a set A. Let En be an increasing sequence of 
elements of B, If En = E(en ) then
E(en - en+i) = E(en) - E(en4-ien) = En~ En+iEn = En-En - 0, 
and so# except for a set of E-measure zero, we have en Q en+1* Since 
En is countably additive# we have the limit
co
lim En = lim E(en) = E ( Uen) 
n n n;l
existing in the strong operator topology and therefore# it is in 5* 
Then B is cr-complete, Q.E.D,
2.1.9- Corollary * The restriction to an invariant subspace of a 
CT-complete Boolean algebra of projections is a-complete.
Proofi This follows immediately from the criterion for c-completeness 
as given in lemma 2.1.8. Q.E.D.
2.1.10- Lenina t A strongly closed bounded Boolean algebra of 
projections in a weakly complete Banach space X is complete.
Proofi Assume that the strongly closed bounded Boolean algebra of 
projections is not complete. Then by lemma 2.1.5# there is a vector x 
and an increasing generalized sequence {Ea> of projections in B such 
that the limit lim E^ fX does not exist. It follows that {Eax> is not a 
generalized Cauchy sequence. Consequently there is an e\o, and, for 
each a# a jQ(a) * a such that
IE/3(cx)X - Eax| \ e.
Let be arbitrary and, for n 5s 1, let ocn+l - 0(<xn) and En = Eo^. 
Then {En} is an increasing sequence of elements in B for Which the 
limit lim Enx does not exist, A contradiction of this statement will 
now be obtained by considering the uniformly closed operator algebra 
U(B). From the preceding lemma, U(B) is equivalent# under the
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isomorphism s(/) f, to C(A), the algebra of continuous functions on 
the structure space A of U(J3). The projection En is the image under s 
of a continuous function fn, and since Enz = En we have fnz ~ fn Which 
shows that fn assumes only the values zero and one and is therefore 
the characteristic function of a set en. Since fn is continuous/ then 
en is both open and closed. Furthermore, since En+iEn = En we have 
/n+l^n = ^n en+len = en* Then the sequence {en> is increasing. 
Thus, since
En =  s(jfn) = Sn /n( M  E(dX) = Sen E(tJX) = E(en ),
then
lim Enx = lim E(en )x 
because of the countably additivity of the spectral measure E, this 
limit exists. This contradicts the fact that {Enx> does not converge. 
Q.E.D.
2.1.11- Lemmai A complete Boolean algebra of projections contains 
every projection in the weakly closed operator algebra it generates. 
Prooft Since the strongly closed and the weakly closed operator 
algebras generated by the complete Boolean algebra B of projections in 
X are the same, to prove the theorem it will suffice to show that 
every projection F in the strong closure of B is in B, The proof that 
F is in B will be made by showing that to each pair (y,z) where y e M 
= FX and z «; N = (I-F)X, there can be associated a projection Eyz in B 
such that E y Zy  = y  = Fy, and E ^ z  - o = Fz. For if this is granted, 
the projection
E - nyeN uyeM Kyz
is in B. If xQ = yQ + z0, y0 <= M, zD e N, then (UytsM Eyz)y0 ~ yG for 
each z eN, and (UyeM EyZo)z0 = o. Thus Ey0 = yQ, Ez0 = 0 and E = F. 
The projection Eyz will now be constructed. Let y and z be fixed 
elements of M and N, respectively, and let e be a given positive 
number. Since F is in the strongly closed operator algebra generated
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toy B, there is an operator A having the form A = £ «iEi# Where 
O # Ei e B, f Ei = I, EiEj = Q, 1 i * j n
lly -  Ayll Z e, |AZ| Z e,
Since B is cr-complete, it is hounded. Let K toe a hound for the norms
of the projections in B; thus if
E a £ Ei#
it follows that
|Ez| a |(£ E i)z| = !(£ a'^ 1Ei)Az| *  4ke.
K'f>^
In the same way it is seen that
kly -  Eyi = IE Eiyl = I CE (l - a i)_1 E i)(y  -  Ey) I ^ 8ke.
By choosing e so that Sice Z 2-n, we see that there is a sequence, {En}
in B with
i) iy - Enyj Z 2~~n , |Enz| z 2“n
Let the projection En/m be defined toy the equation
n-f- ^
En,m “ U Ek*
Then En#m ^ En , (I - En#m) ^ I — En ,and thus 
(I - En,m)y = Cl ~ En,m)<i - En)y 
from which it follows that
i i )  ly - En/Iny| *  k 2~n.
Since En,m+1 = En,m +CI - En,m)Entml-l'
it follows inductively from i) that
iii) ||En,mz|| 2_n + k.2“<n+1) + ....+ k.2~<n+m) Z k.2~<n+1).
Now the sequence {En#m> is increasing in m and the sequence
En,m) - Ek>mzc K—r»
is decreasing. Thus, the limit
Eyz = n U En m  = lim lim En m  
m -c n  m
exists in the strong operator topology. It follows from ii) and iii) 
that this limit has the desired properties as expressed by the 
equation
EyZy = y ; Eyz = o. q.e.d.
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2.1.12- Corollaryt A complete Boolean algebra of projections is 
strongly closed.
Proofi Since every operator in the strong closure of a bounded 
Boolean algebra of projections is itself a projection, and , since B 
is bounded, by lemma 2.1.10, this projection is in B » Hence B is 
stongly closed. Q.E.D.
2.2.complete Boolean algebras of projections
2.2.1- Definition! A topological space ft is said to be extremally 
disconnected if the closure of every open set is open.
2.2.2- The Stone representation theoremi Every complete Boolean 
algebra B of projections in a Banach space X is isomorphic to the 
Boolean algebra of all open and closed sets of an extremally 
disconnected compact Hausdorff space.
Proof* If the Boolean algebra of projections in B contains only one 
element so that 1 = 0, the theorem is trivial. Consider the Boolean 
algebra <t>2 = {0,1} and let ft be the set of all non-zero algebra 
honj^omorphisms of B into the Boolean algebra <t>2. For each E B, let 
ft(E) = {h \ h e ft, h(E) = 1}. If E e B, E* = I - E, and then n(E*) =
L
{ h \ n e n, h(I-E) = h(I) - ^ H(E) = 1} = <h e 17, h(E) = o) = 0(E)1,
Where the prime denotes the complement of ft(E) in ft. The relations 
ft(E n F) = ft(EF) = {h \ h £ ft t h(EF) = h(E).h(F) = 1} = ft(E)flft(F).
n(E U F) = ft(E-t-F-EF) = ft(E) n ft(F)'U n(E)*n ft(F)
and
n( e *) = o( i-e ) = n( i) - n(E) = ft - ft( e ) = n( e ) •
show that the mapping E __  ^ 0(E) is a hon^omorphism of B into a
collection of subsets of ft.
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Let Bx £ B have the following properties 
a) if E, F e Bx, then EF « Bx 
D) if E 6 Bx, then E j* 0.
We will show that there is a hoi^omorpfisra hi j B  y such that
hi(E) =s 1 for E e Bx. Let Ii be the set of all elements of the form 
AE' with A € B, E £ B1( To see that ii is an ideal, observe thati
( AE* + BF' )(EF)' = (AE' + BF')(I - EF)
= (AE' + BF' ) — (AE* + BF* )( EF),
= AE* + BF' — (A — AE + B — BF)EF 
- (AE' *f- BF' ) — (AEF - AEF + BEF - BEF)
= (AE* + BF' )
so that the sum of two elements in Ii is also in Ii. since it is 
clear that ii is invariant under multiplications by elements in B, ii 
is an ideal. Further, ii is a proper ideal, for if AE' = I, then 
I = AE* = AE'E' = IE* = E* 
from Which it follows that E = 0 contradicting £>). since B has a unit 
element, Ii is contained in some maximal ideal MX. Let hi be the 
honjg&roorphism hi * B y B \ Mi. Since Mi is a maximal ideal, it 
follows that B \ Mi = 4>2. Now if E € Bi, E* = I - E € S mx, and 
hence
hi(E*) == hx( I — E ) — hi(l) - hi(E) = 0, 
showing that hi(i) = hi(E) ~ 1. This proves the statement made above.
The mapping E n(E) is a homomorphism. To show that it is an 
isomorphism, let E0 * Fc. we will prove that there exists an h0 e n 
with h0(E0) * h0(F0). if E0 * Fc then either E0 * E0F0 or F0 * E0F0; 
we suppose that the former is valid. Let BQ = E0 - E0F0 so that B0 ^
O. If Bi = {B0>, then by the preceding paragraph there is an h0 e n 
With hQ(Bq ) = 1. Now B0F0 — EqFq ~ E0F0 ~ o,y^ ao ~ M BoFo) —
^o(Bo)^o(Fo) = Also, h0(B0) =: h0(EQ ~ E0F0) = 1 = h0(E0) -
*0<E0)h0(F0) = h0(E0) = 1 * h0(F0) 0. This proves that B is
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isomorphic to a Boolean algebra of subsets of O. It remains to prove 
that o may be topologized in such a way that it becomes a totally 
disconnected compact Hausdorff space (totally disconnected if its 
topology has a base consisting of sets Which are both open and closed) 
in which the sets 0(E), E e B, are precisely the collection of subsets 
of o which are both open and closed. Then, the completeness of the 
Boolean algebra B guarantees that the representation space is 
extremally disconnected. We have seen that 0(EF) - 0(E)ft0(F) and 0( I) 
= 0 = { h \ h e O * h(I) = 1). Then the collection {0(E) i E <s B) is 
a base for a topology. Since [p( E) / = 0( I - E ), each set in the base 
is both open and closed. So fl is totally disconnected. To prove that 
o is compact in this topology, observe that since each closed set in 0 
is the intersection of sets in {0(E) i E e B), it is sufficient to 
prove that if Ax is a subset of B such that n 0(E<) * «J>. otherwise 
stated, the compactness of a topological space is equivalent to the 
fact that every family of closed sets with the finite intersection 
property has a non-void intersection. If Bi is the set of all finite
products of elements in Aj, then Bi evidently satisfies condition a).
For condition h), if E e Bj, it is clear that E * 0, for if E = 0, 
O(E) = 0(0) = <*> which contradicts the hypothesis of the finite
intesection property. Hence there exists hx e 0 with hi(E) = 1 with
<2-
hn € Ai; so that hi is in each 0(E), E e Ai. Therfore 0 is compact.
Next, if G is any set in 0 which is both open and closed in 0 then,
since G is open we have G = Ua 0(Ea ), since G is closed and hence is
n n
compact in 0, then a finite covering G = „U 0(Ei) = ( n 0(Ei'))' =
fn
0(Ei'E2'.. .En* )• = 0((Ei'E2 '...En' )') can be extracted. Thus every
open and closed set in 0 has the form 0(E) for some E e B.
Finally, if G is an open set in o, then G = U 0(Eo), where BQ is in
E>c
J3. From the completeness of B follows the existence of a least upper 
bound for B0 in B, E say. therefore 0(E) is the smallest closed set
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containing U n(E0). Hence n(E) - U fl(E0) = G. From the preceding, 
n(E) is open* It follows that the closure of any open set is open. 
Hence n is extremally disconnected. Q.E.D.
2.2.3- Proposition! Let B be a bounded Boolean algebra of projections 
on X and let A be the closed subalgebra of B(X) generated by B , Then, 
if n is the Stone representation space of J3, there is a bicontinuous 
algebra isomorphism from C(f2) onto A.
Proofi Let E(t ) be the projection corresponding to the open and closed 
subset t of n under the isomorphism of the Stone representation 
theorem. Suppose that M satisfies:
||E(r)|| M L cd (t open and closed in O )
Let r1,T2,...,Tn be a finite pairwise disjoint non-empty open and
closed subsets of 0. Define
* n
\K£ Xrr) ” £ E(rr). 
r-j
From the proof of lemma 2.1.7 it follows that
sup { fotjJ, 1 «s i n } * ||p ociECTi)!!
ist
4Msup { I ail, 1 ^ i n>
Since n is totally disconnected, by the stone Weierstrass theorem, the
set of all finite sums of all characteristic functions of open and
closed sets is dense in C(D), Hence vj> can be extended to all of C(fi) 
by continuity and the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
2.2.4- Theorem: A bounded Boolean algebra B of projections on a weakly 
complete Banach space X can be embedded in a cr-complete Boolean 
algebra of projections on X.
Proof: Let n be the stone representation space of s. By the preceding 
proposition, there exists an algebra isomorphism v|/ from C(n) onto A, 
the closed subalgebra of B(X) generated by B . From the proof of lemma 
2.1.8, this isomorphism has the form
W/)* ~ Jn f(*) f <s c(n).
where E is a spectral measure in X*, the dual space of X, defined on
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the Borel sets in ft. Let £ he the algebra of all Borel sets in ft and 
let E0 be the class of sets in £ such that there is a spectral measure 
F defined by F(e)* = E(e) for every e in £0. Now we show that E0 is a 
field. Let eA, ez £ £0
E(ei u e2) = ECe^) + E(ez) - ECe^ECe*)
= F(ex)* + F(ez )* - F<ex )*F(ez)*
K F(e! u e2)*
and E(ex n  ez) - E(ex) E(e2) =  F(e1)*F(ez)* =  F(eA n e2)*
then ex n ez, ex u eZ( 4>(the empty set) e £c.
Let ex e E0 ECe^*) = I - E(ax) = I - F(ex)* = FCej.’)*
then e^* « £0 and hence ft e £0. It follows that E0 is a field. To 
see that E0 is a cx-field,, let {en> be a sequence of sets in E0 then, 
for x e X, y e X*
M * M
<x, E( u ei)y> = <x, F( U ei) y> = <F( U ei )x, y>
i i i
Since E is a countably additive spectral measure in X*, it follows 
that <x, E( U ei)y> converges when n __> oo. Hence {<x, E( U ei)y>} is
t . i!w
a Cauchy sequence. It follows that <F(U en )x, y> is a Cauchy
n~i
sequence. Since X is weakly complete, F( U en )x is weakly convergent. 
We now show that it converges strongly. Assume that the sequence
vt%
{F< U en)} converges weakly to a projection F in B, but for some xQ,
w) *v>
the sequence F( u ei)xQ does not converge. Hence F( U en)xQ is not a 
CauChy sequence. consequently, there is an eM) and m,n c N*, m ^ n 
such that
m  rn
|F( U ei)x0 - F( U eiJXol \ e,
n
then F( U e^) is an increasing sequence of elements of B for Which the 
n
limit lim F{ Ue^)^ does not exist. A contradiction of this statement 
rv I
1/
can now be obtained by following the similar lines in the proof of
n
lemma 2.1.10. Then the sequence {F( Ue^)) is convergent in the strong
GO
operator topology, which shows that Ue^ is in E0 and proves that E0 is 
a cr-field. Hence {F(e), e e£0> is a cr-complete Boolean algebra of
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projections in B(X) and B is embedded in it. Q.E.D.
See [15].
2.3 Cyclic Banach spaces
2.3.1- Definition: Let X, ji be countably additive set functions 
defined on a a-field Z, and let X be finite. Then X is said to be 
jx-continuous if and only if v(jx,E) = 0 implies X(E) = 0.
The function x is said to be ^-singular if there exists a set E0 of z 
such that
V(JI/E0) = 0, X(E) = X(E n E0) , E £ E.
By the Lebesgue decomposition theorem C see theorem 14 of [8, 132])
every finite countably additive measure X defined on Z is uniquely 
representable els a sum X = a + £, Where a is /x-continuous and j3 is 
/i~singular.
Let g be an integrable function with respect to /x# then for E e E 
define
G(E) = J*e 9(b) V-(da). 
then G is additive on z and has a total variation 
v(G/ E) = Je |p(s) | v(/x,ds), E e E.
For a proof of this result, the reader is referred to theorem 20 of
[0/ 114).
2.3.2- Proposition i Let B be a cr-complete Boolean algebra of 
projections in a Banach space X. Then for each xQ in X, there exists 
a linear functional x0* in x* with the properties
i) x0* E xQ ^ 0 , E <= B.
ii) if xQ* E Xq ~ o for some E in B, then also Ex0 = o. 
Proof: By lemma 2.1.8 , B is the range of a countably additive
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spectral measure E defined on a tr-field £. First, assume that X = 
Spat\{Ex0 / E e B}. For every functional y* ±n~X*, let the measure My*
be defined on E by the equation
%-0
Py*(e) = y* E(e), e e Z,
A y(V. *-0
and call a set 8 in E a y*-carrier if My*(8) = y*E(e)^ys 0 and if every 
measurable subset e of 6 upon Which tbe total variation v(My*#e) - o 
has E(e) = o. With this definition, a y*-carrier may have proper 
subsets Which are y*-carriers. An application of Zorn's lemma yields 
a maximal family {6a} of disjoint sets each of which is a ya*-carrier 
for some ya* in X*. It will first be observed that {8a} is at most 
denumerable. For, since the spectral measure E is strongly countably 
additive on E, every series E« E(8a )x0 of a countable number of terms 
converges and hence contains at most a finite number of terms Whose 
norms exceed a given positive number. Since
0 * My* (6a ) = y* E(6a )Xo
for all <x, it follows that the squence {6a> is at most countable and
A
it will therefore be written as {6n> in What follows. Let A = U Bn,
so that the complementary set A* contains no carrier. It will next be
shown that E(A*) = 0. If E(A*) * 0, it follows readily from the fact 
that { E(e)Xo / e e B) spans X,that E(A* )xQ * 0 and hence, for some 
functional y0*, that y0*E(A' )x<> # 0. Let E(A')y0* = y* so that My* 
vanisljs on subsets of A, and thus the total variation v( My*, A ) = o. 
From the measure theory follows the existence of a finite positive 
measure v such that
n
v(e) sup I E a^ ECejL)!, e <s E,
i
where the supremum is taken over all finite collections of scalars 
with lot^ l ^ i and all partitions of e into a finite family of disjoint 
sets in E. Then the vector measure E(. JXq is v-continuous. The 
measure v cannot be My*-singular, for if it were there would be a set 
e in E with v(My*/©) - 0 and v(e') - o, in Which case E(e* )xQ = 0,
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v(ny*,e') = 0. It would follow that v(fiy*,0) = v(jxy*,e) + v(/Zy*,e' ) = 
0 which contradicts the fact that /iy* O . it follows from the
Lebesgue decomposition theorem that there is a set ex with jiy*(ex) ^ o
and such that v, and hence E vanishes on any subset 6 of ex upon Which 
the variation v(/iy*,6) =0. If 6 = ex n A' we have iiy*(6) = My*(Si) * 
0 and at the same time 6X £ 6 and v(py*,8x) = Q imply ECSi) - 0. Thus 
6 is a y*-carrier contained in A' which contradicts the fact that A' 
contains no carrier. Hence E(A*) = 0.
Let yn* be a functional such that Bn is a yn*-carrier. Consider now
any measure of the form
ti(e) = cn v(/iy*,e)# e e E, (d)
where cn \ 0, n - 1,2,.... If 11(e) = 0 , then v(/iy*,e) = 0, for all n
and thus E ( e n S n) = 0 = E ( e n A  ). since E( A' ) = 0 we have
E(e) = E(e nA) + E(e n A' ) = 0.
Since the total variation v(jLty*, .) is yuy*-continuous, the
in n
Radon-NUcodym theorem yields a function fn for which
v(Hy*,e) = Se fn(k) (e e E, n 1),
and since, by What has been observed after definition 2.3.1, we have
v(/iy*,e) = J*e lfn(^)lv(My*#d\), e e E 
n n
it follows that |fn(A)l = 1 for ^y*-almost all A. it may thus be
r>
assumed that lfn£MI “ 1 for a11 n in n. Let Zn* - Tn*yn* Where the 
operators Tn are defined by the formula 
Tn = Sn fn(k) E(d\), n ^ 1, 
since the functions fn are bounded, so are the operators Tn.
Then
^Zn*(e) ~ (Tn*Yn* E(e)x0 = yn* E(e)Tnx0
=  Y n *  Se f n ( k > E ( d \ ) X o  =  J*e  / n < M  Yn* E ( d X ) X o  
= Se .<d\) = v(jjyn*re \ ^ ^ ^
Thus the functional
X°* 2n(l+|Zn* | ) Zn
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satisfies
= J o  " 2n( "l+1 Zri’T  Mzn* •
Hence
Mxo*(e) = J 0 2n( i+ izn' i  Mzn’ (e) = fi= rW i+ T z ^ T “ v(^5£'e ) '
Which is the form expressed in equation (a) and xQ* has the required 
properties.
Now, assume that X is not spanned by {Ex0 / E e B}. Since 
span {Ex0 / E e J5} is B-invariant, by corollary 2.1.9, the restriction 
of B to Span {EXo/ E e B > is cr-complete. It follows that this 
restriction is the range of the spectral measure
E / span {EXq/E<sB>. Prom what has been proved, there is a functional 
also denoted by Xq* with the required properties. By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, this functional can be extended to x. Q.E.D.
(See lemma 12 of [10, 2205]).
2.3.3- Remarks:
Let E be a bounded spectral measure defined on the cr-field E of 
subsets of a set n. The integral .fa 4>(\)E(dA) denoted by may be 
defined for every bounded E-measurable scalar function 4> on n. This 
integral is a bounded homomorphism of the Banach algjbra B(fl,E) of 
E-measurable functions on Q into the Banach aigbra B(X) of bounded 
linear operators in X.
Let B be the cr-complete Boolean aigbra of projections and let e be 
an element of x. Define X by
X = span {Ee / E 6 fl}
Thus X is a cyclic Banach space. By the preceding proposition, there 
exists a continuous linear functional e* in X*. This functional e* is 
normalized so that (e,e*> = l.
Set
£l(ct) = ( E(<r)e,e*), c e E,
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jli is a probability measure defined on the measure space (n,£).
Given / 6 define
p(:f) = sup {HT^ eji » 4* <£ fi00, 14> 1 * /}.
2.3,4- Lemmat p is a function norm on
Proofi For a ^ o, ii) pCoc/) = sup {IIT^ elh 0  «s £®,101 ^ a/}
= sup { ll^gH * «1 d> I * /}
= a sup {IJT^ ell * 0  e £®, |0 | ^ /} = <x p(/).
For i) in the definition of a function norm, let /, g e M4* and let 0 e
fl® with |0| c / + g* Let e e M be a unimodilar function with G!0| =
0 , and put
0i. - ©{ 101 Xa + /(I ~ Xa))
ELw
where cr = { t e n ! I0(t)|<£/(t). If t e a,^0 X(t) = 0 (t); then-0x*~«-
£vi^-cL
-fi®*— and*- if t <s n / a, then /(t) L 10(t) \ amfrfffr&gBo 0a.(t) - 0/Ct) ^
(<p,(t)l< us
W t); tT$^ 0j_ <s £®. Also the difference of two elements of
£® is in £®, that is 0X ~ 0 «s £®. Clearly
103.1 * /, 10 - 03.1 ^ p.
Hence
lIT^ eit ^ liT^ ell + HT^j.ell ^ p(/) + p(g), 
from which it follows that
PC/ + g) * PC/) + PCs).
Now, suppose that pC /) = 0 = sup {IJT^ eH t 0 e fi®, 101 * /} - 0. Let
{0h} be an increasing sequence of simple functions in converging
pointwise to /. Then ||T0 ne|| ^ PC/) = 0 , for all n, and hence
J* 0n<3^  = < T$ne,e*> - 0.
Therefore each 0Q = o p-a.e., and so / = 0 p-a.e. conversely, suppose
that f & V& with / ~ o /±-a.e., and let 0 ts £® with 101 ^ /, Then 0 =
n
0 /i-a.e., and hence 0 is of the form jpac^ Xcri with MC^i) - 0 f°r i =
< ~l
l,2,,..,n, and each <£ C. Then, for i = l,2,.,.,n,
<ECcri)e,e*> = mC^i) = o, 
and so E(crA )e - o, Thus
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l|T#e|| *  || .E^at E (ffi)e  || = 0, 
which shows that p(/) = 0. Consequently ~
p(/) = 0 iff f - O.
Now, for a - o in condition |i) in the definition of a function norm,
let / e M+, then af = 0 , and so p(otf) - 0 = ap(f), then
p(<xf) = ap<f), a * 0 .
Finally, let f, g MT**, if f \ g a.e*, then it follows from i) that
P{f)>£ P(f-g) + P(f7)i
that is
sup{||T(j,e|| i 4> e fi®, |cM * *} * suptHT^Hi 4> e fi®, 14/1 ^ f~g} +
+ sup{||T0eUi 0 e fi®, |0 l <£ g}>
For !4>l ^ I4»l * / - 0 and |0| ^ g we have 
IIT^ ell ^  IIT^H * ||T$ej| j
then, in particular for 4/ = o a.e., we have HT^eU ^ l|T0e||. Hence
P(f) * P( 0) *
Now, if f = 0 ,a.e., then f - g - 0 and hence p(f - g) = 0 which is a 
consequence of the condition iv). Then
p(/) = P(f-g+g) * p(f~g) + p(p)
hence
P</) * p(p)
and then p(/) = sup {|iT$e||i <t> <s fi®, |<t>| ^ .f} is a function norm. 
Q.E.D.
2.3.5- Lemmai The function norm p has the Fatou property.
Proofi Let (fn) he a sequence in M+ such that fn f* f <s M* pointwise 
a.e. on ft. The monotonocity of p implies that a = lim p(fn) exists
and that a £ p(f >. Hence, if a = oo, then p(fn) __> P(/)# as required.
Suppose now that a L a> and put t0s = { t e n  : f(t) = to}, we first 
show that A(foo) ^ A*®*/ f(t) - oo holds only on a /i-null set. Since
fn fl f pointwise a.e. on ft, then fn — > ® pointwise a.e. on and 
hence, hy Egoroff's theorem , fn y oo almost uniformly on t^. Put
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<x>
rK = U { t e Tggi t/n(t)| \ m), V m. 
k m
Clearly c rx+i , ana /n oo uniformly on t* for each k ana
MCToj \ U Tfc) = 0,
k -I
then
CO
E(tto \ u Tk)C^ O,
K=i
ana so E ( ) e   >. E(r^e as k   ^co. Thus, if E(r00)e 0, then there
exists an integer k such that E( )e ^ 0. This implies that p(x-rk) = 
|[E(Tx)e[[s* 0 ana hence, by the uniform aivergence of /n on t ,^ that
p( fn ) oo, contraaicting the fact that a C oo. Therefore E( rro)e = 0,
ana so fi( rm ) = o.
1/
since tot is /x-null, Egoroff's theorem now^raplies that there exists an 
increasing sequence {a^s k - 1,2,...} of measurable subsets of ft with
oo
M(ft \ U ox) = O,
such that, for each k, / is finite on ana fn   ^/ uniformly on a^.
As above, it follows that E(ox)e __ } E(fi)e = e as k __  ^oo.
Now let <t> e fi00 with 14> 1 ^ f, ana let e\o. There exists a positive
integer k (e) such that
lie - ECox( e ) ) e H L  £' 
ana, since /n / uniformly on cr^e)* there exists a positive integer 
n( e ) such that
I Xok( e ) $ I ^ ^n( e ) + e 
pointwise on ft. Hence
HEC<nc(e))T4,e|| ^ p(/n( e) + O  * « + ep(l).
Also,
l!(I - E(ox(e))T0e|| = HT^I - ECo^c E)) >e|| =
- l|T$IM|e - E(ax(e))e|| £ IjT^ j. e ,
ana so
HT^I - ECax(e))e|| + IIT^ECa^ e ))e|!
(*) ll^ell * a + e _< p(l) + ||T<j,||),
since
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!e* Eel <s 4k|e*| .||e||, 
where k is the bound of the projections in S. it follows that p(l) ^ 
4k||e|| L oCx* Thus p(f) ^ a, Q.E.D,
2.3.6- Lemmat The constant function 1 belongs to Lap -
Prooft Clearly 1 e ip. Let {/n} he a sequence in Up with
1 i* fx a* fz *  VO.
pointwise on n. Then, there exists cr E such that /n 0 uniformly
on a and ||e - E(cr)e|| L e. Then Xcrfa __> 0 uniformly on n and hence
= EC(J)T/n __  ^0 in norm.
Choose m such that UT^ crfmll Z e, and let 0 e fi® with 101 ^ Then 0
- Q for some measurable function 0 with ]©| £ 1, and so
l|T0e|| ^ ||T©i|.||T/m e|| ||TG||[||TXa/m «II + i!T/m(e - E(cr)e)||]
<£ 4k[e||e|| + e]
since Tjcm = .fa /mE<dA) faE(dX) = E(fl) = 1. it follows that 
P ( fm) * 4k(||e|| + i)e,
Hence p(/m ) __> 0 since {p(fra)) is decreasing. Q.E.D.
2.3.7- Lensaai The consant function 1 satisfies p( 1) Z 00.
Proofi Let / e with p(f) £ 1 and let {0n> he a sequence of simple
measurable functions in M such that 0 & On P f pointwise on n. Then
S 0n dp. __  ^S f dfi.
From the definition of the mapping 0   ^T<$>,
S 0n diL ~ S 0nCE( d\ )e,e*) = (T<{jne,e*) 
since ||T0 ne|| £ p(f) ^ 1 , it follows that|f f djil^  ||e*|| and hence that 
p'(l) = sup{S fd\i * f «s M+, p(/) *£ 1 }
*£ ||e*|| Z co 
as required. Q.E.D.
The main structure theorem for the cyclic Banach space X can now be 
proved, see [12, 231].
let be the bounded linear operator on Lp defined by = 0 /, 0  e 
fi®, f e Lp
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2,3 tB— Theorem t There is a bicontinuous linear isomorphism u of Lap 
onto X such that
(*) UCM^f) = T,j, U/ 
for all «$> ^ fi00 and all f e Lap.
Proofi Define uQi fi00 __  ^X by setting
UQf = Tfe Cf e fi®).
Clearly UQ is linear and satisfies ||UQ/|| c p(f) (f e fi00), In
particular if f e fi00 is /i~null, UQf - Tfe ~ f f E(dX)e = 0. Hence UQ
induces a linear mapping UA i L00___  ^X defined by
Uj_(i + N) = U0/ Cf 6 fi®)
and satisfying
IIUj.il! ^ P(f), f e L®.
By lemmas 2.3.6 an$ 1 .2 .7 , Lro is a dense subspace of Iiap, and so CJ^ 
extends by continuity to give a continuous linear mapping U of Lap 
into x. Since
u0C4>f) = = T^T^e = T^ CUq/ )
for <t), f e £®,
UiCM^/) = T^CUj./)
for <J) £fi®, f e l»®t Hence {*) holds by continuity and by extension for
0  € £® and f e Lap.
Finally, let f e fi® and let $ e fi® with I4>| ^ |/|. Then there exists
a measurable function e with |G| ^ 1 such that cj> = ef and hence
HT^ e|| = \\TQfe\\ = HTeiMtTj^H ^ 4X||T.fe||.
Thus
P(f) * 4 X 1 1 ^ 1 1  = 4X||U0 i|!.
It will follow that
p ( g )  -s 4X||Up|| CO <£ L a p ) *
On the other hand
liupll c p{g) (g e Lap);
that is
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P ( g ) *  \\vg\\ *  43cp(p).
By lemma 2.3,6 and theorem 1.2.7, Lap is a Banach space. Therefore, U 
is a bicontinuous isomorphism with closed range. Since
UqXct = E(cr)e (cr e E),
the range of Ux contains the dense subspace
span{ E(cr)e, a e E} 
of X, the range of U equals X. Q.E.D.
2.3.9- Examplei Lap is a cyclic Banach space.
Proofi For 4> & fi00, let Mp be the bounded linear operator on Lp defined 
fcy
Cf « Lp).
For each u 6 E, let E(cr) denote the restriction of Mx<j to Lap. Let 4> 
e L00, <$> & oj then there exists a sequence of simple functions /n such 
that fn   ^<j> pointwise a.e. on n. Every fn is of the form
>71 u. /tn/j, Hlu \
.C^ aniXo-i = P a^MXo-i1 = E aniE(ffi)l, ff± «s E, (i = 1,2, ... ,j an±
e Cjpyi/ty [i = 1,2,....^ By considering the negative and positive parts 
of the real and the imaginary parts of an arbitrary element of L®, we 
conclude that
Lap = span{ E(u)l, o e E}.
Define
B = {E(a) j a e E).
Hence, to obtain the required result, it remains to show that on Lap , 
B acts as a cr-complete Boolean algebra of projections. (B has a 
cyclic vector 1). Then if we show that E( .) is a countably additive 
spectral measure on Lap, the required result follows immediately. Let 
f e Lap, and let 8, a be two disjoint sets of E.
E(<r U 6)f = MXou5 f ~ (MXa + MX8)/ = [EC0") + E(6)]/.
Then
E(a u 6) = E(a) + E(6).
E(«)/ = MXn / = f •
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Hence E(n) - I 
Let a e L, f e Lap
E(a’ )f - E( fl\a)f = MXq\cf f = MXfl " MXa f = Cl - E(ct))/.
The boundedness of E(cr) follows from that of Mx<j / cr e E. Now# let
<S>
{crn} he a sequence of mutually disjoint elements of E, let cr = ,U crn
and let f e Lap with f ^ o a.e. Then
f & E( cr )f - E( y a±) f Sj 0 
ini
pointwise a.e. on n, and since p has the Fatou property
X  E(<Ji)f - E( .u cr±-)f  v E(u)f
1=1 1=1 f
in norm as n __  ^co. By considering the positive and negative parts of
the real and imaginary parts of an arbitrary element of Lap. it 
follows that
E( ,u at)/  v E(a)f.
Hence E( .) is a countably additive spectral measure on Lap.Q.E.D.
Let A be a non-empty subset of B(X), let A* denotes the commutant
of A, i.e. ,
A* = { S 6 B(X) : ST — TS for all T € A >.
2.3.10- Theorem: Let B be the cr-complete Boolean algebra of
projections on a Banach space x and let e e X be such that x = 
span{ Be i B <s B}. Let A denote the uniformly closed subalgebra of 
B(X) generated by B. T U .
i )  ft = »• = { T * i *  e J®).
ii) A is a strongly closed subalgebra of B(x) containing I.
Proofi i) It is clear that every element in the uniformly closed
operator algebra generated by B commutes with every element of B and 
so to prove that A = A', it suffices to show that every operator F in 
A* is in the uniformly closed operator algebra A. Since B is 
a-complete, then B is the range of a countably additive spectral 
measure E on a cr-field E of subsets of a set a. Let e* be the Bade 
functional associated with e e X. Then <FE(cr)e, e*>, where F is an
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operator which commutes with every element in B, is a finite measure. 
By the Radon-Nikociyra theorem, there is a measurable function <t> with 
<FE(a)e, e*> - Sa <t>(X)e*E(dx)e, a e £.
Let
an = { X / l<J)(X)! n>, An = S<jn 4>(X)E(dX),
so that
<{E(^)E(an)F E(a) - EC^AnECaJJe, e*>=
J'onSncrn [ X) — $( X)]e*E(dX)e ~ 0, cr, 8 cb E.
Tims since the set {E(<r)e / a e E} is fundamental in X, we have
<E(crn )Fx, E(a)*e*> - <Anx, E(a)*e*>, xe X.
One can easily prove that the manifold in X* spanned by vectors of the
form E(cr)*e* with cr in E is X-dense in X*. It follows that E(un) F =
An and thus, since F is bounded, the sequence {|An |} is bounded. By
the countable additivity of E and the boundedness of the sequence
{!An |}, there follows the existence of kn integer nQ such that s
inf sup 14>( X) I - sup |<t>( X) I L co.
Xearn Xecr^ Q
consequently it may be assumed that $ is bounded and therefore, that
f
J(d.(cFn)|= X  for large n. This means that 
F = An = Sn 4>(X)E(dX).
Now, since
B = { E(ff> j a e E> = {TXa = Xn XffE(dX), cr e E}; 
and the simple measurable functions are uniformly dense in fi00, the
continuity of the mapping <$>   ^T$ implies that
{ T$j $ e £TO} C A S A *  
from which it follows that A is the uniformly closed algebra generated 
by B and that A - A* = { T$ i 0 e fi00} since every operator F 6 A' has 
the form T$ = 4>(X)E(dX).
ii) It is clear that every operator in the weakly closed operator 
algebra generated by B commutes with every element of B, Hence the 
uniformly closed algebra generated by B contains the weakly closed
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operator algebra. on the other hand, since the uniform operator 
topology is stronger than the weak operator topology, it follows that 
the uniformly closed algebra generated by B is contained in the weakly 
closed algebra generated by B. Q.E.D.
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2.4 Reflexive operator algebras
Let X be a complex Banach space and let 5 be a cr-complete Boolean 
algebra of projections on X. Given e e X, let 
M(e) = span{ Ee, E e B ).
Then M(e) is B-invariant and by the proof of proposition 2.3.2 the 
restiction of fl to M(e) is a cr-complete Boolean algebra of projections 
on M(e).
The main results of this section can be found in [13].
Let E(.) be the countably additive spectral measure defined on (fb£)
2.4.1- Theorem: Let e e X and let v be a complex measure on (ft,£) such
that v « E( . )e. Then there exist x e M( e ) and x* e X* such that
x
V( • ) = <E( * )/, ^ > .
Proof i Assume without any real loss of generality that e ^ 0. Let fi
be the probability measure on (ft,E) defined by
*) = < E( * )e, e*>
where e* is a normalized Bade functional for e. Let p be the function 
norm
P ( f )  ~ sup {HT^ ell, 4> e I4>l * f }  , f  e M+
and let Ui Lap ._^M(e) be the linear homomorphism satisfying
U(Qf) - T^Uf (« e £m, f e Lap)
U<1) = Tje = E(dX)e = E(ft)e = e.
it is clear that v « jti and hence, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there
exists <= L1(ju.) such that dw = cbd/x. By theorem 1.3.9, there exist f
e Lap and g e Lp' such that <t> = fg a.e. Let x = Uf and define xQ* e 
M( e )*by
(z,x0*) = I (U~1z)gdfi (z e M(e))
Let x* e x* be an extension of xQ* . Then for a e £ 
v(a-) = Ia 4> d\i = I (XcTf)g aH
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= J'(cr1E((r) Ungdii
=<E(cr)Uf, x*> - <E(cr)x, x*>
using the relation
U(Xaf) = TXty Uf = E(a) Vf ( f e Lap, cr e E),
Hence
v(cr) = <E(cr)x, x*>, <r e E.
Q.E.D.
2.4.2- Corollaryt Let xx,xz, ... ,xn e x and x^*, x2*,... ,xn* e X* be
given. Then there exist x e X and x* e X* such that
Proofi Let Y - span { EXj_ i E e B, l «s i <: n}. Then Y Is B-invariant 
and the restriction B0 of B to Y is a a-complete Boolean algehra of 
projections, we first show that B0 is complete. Let {Ea> he a family 
of disjoint elements of b q. It follows from lemma 2.1.5 that every
every integer 1 ^ i <s n and eio, only a finite number of the vectors 
E^ Xi, have norms greater than e. This shows that, for all hut a 
countable number of a, Ec^ x^= o, for every integer l c i ^ n. Thus 
with the exception of a countable number of a, EaExj[ = 0 for every E e 
B and 1 a i n. Since the set {Ex^ * E e B, 1 ^ i n> is 
fundamental in Y, it follows that Ea = o for all but a countable 
number of a. Thus {E^} is a countable set. Since B0 is a-complete, 
the family {Ea } has a least upper bound. To establish that Ba is 
complete, it suffices to show that every set in BQ has a least upper 
bound which is the least upper bound of a countable subset. Let A be 
a subset of B0 which has an upper bound, and let A^ be the collection 
of least upper bounds of all countable subsets of A. Consider the 
family W of subsets of A^ which are well ordered under the ordering of 
B0. We shall order W by defining the relation F ^ G between elements 
F , G in w to mean that F £ g and that each element x such that x e G
with oti & ctj if i j, converges strongly. Hence , for
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but x ^ F is an upper bound for F. We first show that W satisfies the 
hypothesis of Zorn's lemma. Let WQ be the totally ordered subset of W
and let c c u Wc = { x e F j F e w } .  Then for some F e W0, c n F ^
Let x be the smallest element of c fl F and let y be any other element 
of C. If y e G e WQ/ we have either F G or G F. If G ^ F, then,
since y e G, we have also y e F and thus y e C n F and thus y x. If
F <£ G and y e F then y e C n F and y ^ x, Finally, if F G and
y fi F, then y is an upper bound for F, hence, y ^ x. Thus x is the
smallest element of c. This shows that U w0 is well-ordered and thus 
is an upper bound for WQ in w. By Zorn's lemma, there exists a 
maximal element G0 in W. Then gd is a countable subset of A and hence 
y0 = sup G0 exists and is in Ax. If, for some y± e Aj., we have y0 ^ 
yi, then supCy^y,.} i y0; but y£ = sup{ yc^y*} e Ax, G0 ^ G0 U {ya} 
and so G0 is not maximal, which is a contradiction. Therfore, y ^ yQ, 
y e Ax, and since yQ <s F, we conclude that y0 - sup Ax = sup F. in a
similar way, one can prove that the infimum of a set with a lower
bound exists. Then BQ is complete * Let E <= B0, a complete Boolean 
algebra of projections, be a projection on Y; E is called a carrier 
projection of a vector e e Y i f E = n <  E / E e B0, Ee-e}; we claim 
that the identity operator I on Y is a carrier projection relative to 
B0 of an element e e Y. For, if G e BQ with Ge = e, then Gle -
I
e - fie and hence G ^ I. Let F e B with Fe = o, then, (I-F)e = e, it 
follows that (I-F)E s* E and then F ^ I. From the equalities
(I - F)I = I 
FI - F.
we conclude that F / Y - 0 .  Therefore, if E(o)e = o for some a <= £, 
0
it follws that
A
E C c O X j. =  E (  G ) X Z = -------- =  E ( o r ) X n  ~  0 .
Thus the complex measure
n
w(*) = Z <E(*)x^ x*>
-t-1 1
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satisfies v( *) « E( * ).e and therefore, theorem 2.4.1 gives the required 
result. Q.E.D.
2.4.3- Corollaryt If X is separable and v is a complex measure on
(n,E) satisfying v( . ) « E(.). there exist x e X and x* e X* such
that
v( . ) = <E( . )x, x*> .
Proof* Since x is separable , then it contains a dense denuraerable
set F. Let Y = span {Ex* E e B, x e F > .  The required result is
U
established by following the similar lines in the proof of corollary 
2.4.2. Q.E.D.
Given a subalgebra A of B(X), let Lat A denote the lattice of all 
closed A-invariant subspaces of X and let
Alg Lat A - { t e B(X) i T M C M  for every M e Lat A >.
The algebra A is said to be reflexive if Alg Lat A = A.
Note that Alg Lat A is closed in the weak operator topology on B(X). 
Also , a single operator T <s B(X) is reflexive if the weakly closed 
subalgebra of B(X) generated by T and I is reflexive.
2.4.4- Lemma: Let C be a subalgebra of B(X) containing the identity 
operator and let T e B(X). Then
i) T e Alg Lat C if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
<Tx, x*> = o
whenever x e X, x* e X*, and <Ax,x*> = 0 for all A e C;
ii) T belongs to the weakly closed subalgebra C if and only if the
following condition is satisfied:
£ <Txi, x*> - 0
ry
Whenever xx, xz, ..., xn X, xx*, xz*,...,xn* e X*, and £ <AXi, x±*>
izi
- 0 for all A e C,
Proof: i) Let T e Alg Lat c and let, for x e x and x* e x*, <Ax, x*> =
0 for all A e C. Then if Y - span { Ax: A e C} we have x* s Y1 and TY
£ Y. Hence <Tx,x*> = 0. Conversely, Let Y be a closed subspace of X
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c-invaxiant. Let x e x ana x* <s X** Then <Ax, x*> - o for all A e C.
ana so <Tx, x*> = 0. Therefore TY £ Y.
ii) Let T belong to the weakly closea subalgebra C, and let {Tn> be a
sequence in C converging to T in the weak operator topology. Let xlf
xz, xn e X, xA*, x2*, ...,xn* <£ x* such that
n
£ <AXi, Xi*> = 0 for all A e C
tslK n n
and so £ <TXi,Xi*> = 0 for k ^ 1. Since £ <TKXi, x^*> £ <Txi,Xi*>
i-i K X=i
then £ <TXi# Xi*> = o. Conversely, let xA, xz, ..., xn € X, xx*, xz*,
.. n n
.... ,xn* e X and £ <Axi,Xi*> - 0 and so £ <Txi,Xi*> = o, and suppose
v£ = i X
that T does not belong to the weakly closed subalgebra C. By the
Kahn-Banach separation theorem, there exists a functional F such that
F(T) * F(A) for all A e C. This functional has the form, for x^, xz,
..., xn € X, Xx*, Xz*, ..., xn* € X*
n h
F(T) = £ <Tx^, Xi*> # £ <Ax^, Xj_*> for all A e c
which is a contradiction, since whenever xx, xz, ...xn e X,
★xz*, . , .,xn* e X and £ <Ax^, xi*> = 0 for all A e C, we have
£ <TXj[, x±*> = 0 . Q.E.D.
h.-}
2.4.5- Theorem; Let 3 be a cr-complete Boolean algebra of projections
on X and let A be the weakly closed subalgebra of B(X) generated by B
Then A is reflexive.
Proofi Let T e Alg Lat A. Since each G is B is A-reducing and hence
T-reducing, TG = GT (G e fl). Given x e X, the cyclic subspace M(x) is
T-invariant and T / M(x) commutes with every restriction of each G e B
to M(x). Sence, by theorem 2.3.10 i), there exists for each x <= X a
function^ 4>x 6 fiC0 such that
T / M(x) = T(jjX / M(x).
Fix xx, xz, . .., xn e X, Xx*, xz*, ..., xn* e X* such that
n
£ <FXi, xi*> = 0 (F e A). 
x -l
Then, we must show that £^<TXi,Xi*> = o. The proof of corollary 2 ./£, 2
<-1
shows that there exists e e X such that
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ECcrJXi = E(<r)Xj, = ... ~ E(cr)xn = 0 
whenever o  e £ and E( <r)e =  o. Let e* he' the normalized Bade
functional for e and let jx be the measure <E(. )e, e*>. Let $ be the
function in fi00 such that
T / M(e) = T* / M(e). 
it will be shown that
T*i = T^Xi
for i - 1,2,3,,..., n. Since T^ e A, this will imply that 
r\ to
X  <TXlrXi*> - Z <T<J>xi, Xi*> = 0.
Fix I «s { 1,2,3,...., n} and let vp , © e fi00 satisfy
T / M<Xi) = Tvj, / M(Xi), T / M(x±+e) = Te / M(Xi+e)
Then
T q KX + Te© = T(x* + e) = T^Xi + T^e
and so
Tq^ x -l = T^©e = z 
say, and z belongs to M(Xj[) n M(e). Thus 
T ^  = Tz = T^(z)
and hence
0 — T^vpz 00/ = T T ^ e  )e -- T( 0-0 )(0-e )e - 0.
Let X be a unimodular function in i® such that
jc(* - vp)(4> - 0) = |(<f> ~ \t/)(4> - 9)1.
Then
S X ( 4> -  vlO(<D -  0) df i  =  S l(4> -  -  © ) | d K  =
= <TkT(0_.0 )(0 ...Q)e, e*> = 0  
which shows that (<t> - - ©) = 0 /n-a.e. Thus there exist disjoint
sets cr, t  and 8 with R = r u 0 u 6 such that =  $ on r, $ -  0 on 8 , 
and /i(a) = 0. Since e* is the normalized Bade functional for e,
E(cr)e - o. Therefore, E(a)xi - °* Now
T E ( t ) X j_ =  T ^ T X t  X ^  — X j[  =  T ^ j^ j r  X j^ =  T,jjE(T) X ^ .
Similarly, T0E(6 )xt = TeTxS xx = TexS x± = T0 X 8 x± = T0E(5 )Xi and
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TE(8)e = T^ jE( 8 )e = T<j,Tx6e = T0xBe = T0E(8)e. Hence 
T E(6)Xi = T E(8)(Xi + e) - T E(8)e 
= TeE(6)(Xi + e) - T0E(8)e 
= T^ECejXi.
Since E({T)Xi = o, it follows that
TXi = T E(fi)Xi = T[E(T) + E(6)]Xi 
= T E(T)Xj_ + T E(S)Xi 
= T4)E(T)xi + TtjjECBjXi
= T^EC n )Ki = T^ Xj.
as required, since T^ e A, it follows that
n Ml
f£  < T X ± , X i * >  =  £  / T ^ X i ,  X ± * >  =  0 .
Jlz 1
Then T e A. Hence A is reflexive, for A = Alg Lat A.
2.4.6— Theorem: Let A be the weakly closed subalgebra of B(X)
generated by the a~complete Boolean algebra B of projections on X.
Then every weakly closed subalgebra of A containing the identity 
operator is reflexive.
Proofi Let c be the weakly closed subalgbra of A containing the
identity operator and let T e Alg Lat C. We shall use lemma 2.4-
ii) to show that T e w-cl c = C and hence that C is reflexive. 
Accordingly, fix xi# x*,...., xn e X and x^*, x**, ..., xn* e X* with
£ <FXi, Xi*> = 0, for all F e e .
jL-i
We must show that 
n
£ <TXi, Xi*> = 0.
Since B is cr-complete, then it is the range of the spectral measure
E( . ). By corollary 2.4* 2, there exist x e X and x* e X* such that
<EX, X*> = £ <EXi, Xi*> , (E 6 B)
Since A is the weakly closed linear span of B, it follows that
n
<FX, x*> = £ ^FXi# (F e A).
l-l
NOW
T e Alg Lat c c Alg Lat A.
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By -theorem 2.4.5, T e A* Hence
rl
<TX, K*> - £ <TXi, Xi*>. 
n
But since <Ax, x*> = £ <f$K±,x±*> - o for all A e C. Hence
<~1
<Tx, x*> = 0 by lemma 2.4.4, i), and therefore
V)
<Tx, x*> = £ cTx^, Xi*> = 0. 
c-1
as required. Q.E.D.
2.4.7- Corollary: Let S be a scalar type spectral operator on X. Then 
S is reflexive.
Proofi Let E( .) be the resolution of the identity of S. Let B =
{E(a) j a e ZJ and let A be the weakly closed subalgebra of B(X) 
generated by B which is a cr-complete Boolean algebra of projections. 
We take c to be the weakly closed subalgebra generated by S and the 
identity operator. Since S e A and hence C c a, by theorem 2.4.6, it 
follows that s is Reflexive. Q.E.D.
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2.5 A representation theorem for a complete Boolean
algebra of projections
Given a Boolean algebra of projections on X, a Banach space, Let 
U(B) denote the norm closed subalgebra of B(X) generated by B.
The results of this section can be found in [6]*
2.5.1- Theorem: Let B be a complete Boolean algebra of projections on 
a complex Banach space X. Then there exist a complex Hilbert space H, 
a complete Boolean algebra BQ of self-adjoint projections on H, and an 
algebraic isomorphism e of U(fl) onto U(B0) such that
i) ©(B) = Bc, so that the restriction of 0 to B is a Boolean 
algebra isomorphism of B onto B0;
ii) 0 is bicontinuous when U(B) and U(B0) are endowed with
a) the norm topologies
2?) the weak operator topologies
c) the ultraweak operator topologies;
iii) 0 is bicontinuous on bounded sets when U(B) and u(bq) are 
endowed with the strong operator topologies.
It will be convenient to make some preliminary definitions before 
proceeding with the proof of the theorem.
2.5.2- Definition: Let H be a Hilbert space.
The ultraweak operator topology is the topology generated by the 
seminorms
oo
T __v |£ <TXt, yi>| , (T & B(H))
1=1
where {x^> and {yi> range over the pairs of sequences in H for which
CO o0
£ IIXiH* L tn and £ HyjJI* L a.
The ultrastrong operator topology is the topology generated by the
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seminorms
co
T __. {£ HTXiH*}2, T € B(H)
A.Z 1.
aa
Where {x^} ranges over the sequences in H for which E l |X jj |z L to.
L -i
This topology is natural in the sense that it is associated with the 
strong operator topology corresponding to the Hilhert space direct sum 
of countably many copies of H.
Proof of the -theorem: 
*) construction of H and B0
Let {x^ s a e A) be a subset of X which is maximal with respect to the 
properties: C(Xa) ^ o (a e A), c Cxq^ c Cx^) = o (a * £)
where the carrier projection C(x) of a vector x in X, is the element 
of B given by
C(X) = n{E € B : EX = X}.
We may and shall assume without loss of generality that Hx^H = l 
(a <s A). Let E0 = u {c(Xa) : oc e A}. We show that I = E0. Suppose 
not. Then there exists a unit vector y such that (X - E0)y = y. 
observe that
( I" Ec )C( Xft) = o (a e A)
and
(I - E0 )C(y) = C(y).
Thus
(X - EoKCyJcCxoc) = CCyJCCXa) = (I - EoJCCXaJCCy) = 0, 
for all cc e A; and this contradicts the maximality of {Xa s a e A}. 
Thus
EQ = U { CCXa): a «s A) = I.
Since, for E e S;Ex = 0 «  (I - E)x = x
*=> (I - E)C(X) = C(X)
*=> EC(X) - 0,
it follows that, E = 0 if and only if Ex^ = 0 for all oc e A.
For each a e A, Let xa* be a Bade functional for xa such that ||xa*|| -
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1 and let = <E(. jx^ , Xcx*> he the measure on (fl, £) (a e A). Let H 
toe the direct sum of ttoe complex Hiltoert spaces Lz(^oc) (a e A). Then, 
an element C - {£«}/ Ca 6 Li(^a)/ is in H if and only if £ IICall2 z ®«
it is elementary that IICocll ~ 0 for all hut countably many a e A.
Clearly H is a vector space relative to the coordinatewise linear
operations (C + n) = (Ca + hoc)* *C = C*£«)♦
Prom the relation
4(£(x#ricx) = II£<x "** hall2 ~ IICoc hall2 ilKa + ihall2 — ilKa — ihall2'
it follows that £ | (£a, r^) I L oo; the formula
Tp = £ (Coe*hex)
<k£f\
defines a sesquilinear form on H such that
<t, C> - L IlCall2*
In particular, <£, C> i o when C # 0. Thus H is an inner product 
space; the norm derived from the inner product is given toy
IItil = <c. t>’2 = <4 ^ 0.. £«>>’*•
To show that H is norm complete, let £n toe a Cauchy sequence in 
H, say Cn - (Cna) for n = 1, 2, ... For each a e A:
IKma ~ £nall2 ^ IKm - inll2 aH  ® ^ d  n.
Thus the sequence £xa, cza, ..., cntx, *•*/ is Cauchy in Lz(jxa ). We
define £a - lim £na (a e A),
we show that £n____  ^(Ca) € H* het e \ o and choose an index N such
that | Cm - Cnll - e Whenever m, n ^ N .  If m, n ^ N  and B is a finite
sutoset of A, then £ IKma - Cnall2 Z e2*
**<=&
Keeping n and B fixed and letting m co, we have
E Ilia - Cnall2 * e2*
Keeping n fixed and varying B, we see that the family (£«/ Cna) is ln
H and has norm ^ e. Therefore, the family (Ca - cna) f (Cna) - (Ca )
is also in H and setting £ - (£«), we have
IK - tnll2 * e2; ^ N.
Hence 4n __  ^C as n __  ^oo. Therefore H is complete.
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For each r e E, define
F(T)<tot) = (XrCa) < (Ca ) « H>,
where Xr denotes the characteristic function of r. We show that F(. ) 
is a countahly additive spectral measure on E whose values are 
self-adjoint projections on H*
Let (Cot) « H
F<n)Ua) = (XnCct) -  ^C ql).
Hence
F(fl) = I 4
Iiet a, 8 e E,
F(cr u S)(Ca ) = (Xous ia) = <Xa Ca ) + (XsCa ) “ (XanS Ca )
= {F(a) + F(S) - F(onS)}Ua ),
and
F(cr n 5)( Ca) = (Xa • Xs C<x) = X^&-^ C^ B^~Ca^ ~^ ~(rX<j^ a-)~^ ~(rXs-CoL-) 
— F^ -a-) —P("fi-}(-Co(.)j.
F C S ' X i a )  = (Xfi'ioc) = (C l -  Xsl Ca) *  I  (Ca) “ F(8)(Ca ).
Let cr1# a2, . an,...., he a countable family of disjoint sets in £.
CF(U a i) C, O  = <(Xuai CaK  C> = £ <{Xai C«h C>
• -1 i=| i-i
— .£ £ <XcriCa^ Ccx> — £ £ <XaiCa/Ca>
•-1 '-1
Since E is a a-field, there exists a e E such that cr = p3 a^.
t~±
Therefore
then
Hence
£ < Xoi Cat Ca > --?- £ < Xoi Car Ca > - < Xa Ca* Ca> /
hi i=l
£ £ < Xcri Cat Ca * — * £ * Xa Ca* Ca^ — < F(a)C, £>
**£/? r - 1  <*dR
n cci cx>
F(u at ) — . F( u a ^  = £ F(ffi). 
i-l >=) »-i
Clearly ||F(a)(| 1, a e £, and since F(.) is indempotent and F(.) ? 0
it follows that ||F(cr)|| = l. Hence F( .) is a countably additive
spectral measure whose values are self-adjoint projections on H, let 
B0 = { F(<r) s f i t } .
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We show that B0 is a complete Boolean algebra of projections on H
which is naturally isomorphic to B. Define 
0O i E(r) y f(t ) ( r e £)#
then
0o(E(t ) + E(5)) = ©0(E(r u 6\ r n 8)) = F(r u 5 \ r n 6)
= F(T) + F(6) = 0oCE(r)) + e0(E(T)).
Let r' e E be the complement of *r in n.
e0(E(r’)) = F(r') = I - F(r) = I - 0oCE(t »  = 90CE(r))\ 
Noting that, for each r e E
E(t ) - 0 «=> E(r)xa - 0 (a e A)
♦“* a(T) = 0 (a e A)
*=> F(r) = 0,
it follows that 0O is a one-to-one Boolean algebra homeomorphism. 
Hence 0O is a Boolean algebra isomorphism of B onto B0. in
particular, since B is complete as an abstract Boolean algebra, then
so is B0. To show that BQ is a complete Boolean algebra^, let
{E(Tg), 5 <= A> be a subset of BQ. Choose t in E such that
E(t ) = U {E(t 6) : 5 e A}.
Then
E(r)x = span{E(rg)x i s s A),
and
(I - E(t ))X = n (I - E(Tg))X.
6&A
First we show that F(t)H = span{F(rg)H i 6 e A}. Since E(rg)X S 
E(r)X, 8 e A, and 0O is an isomorphism, then
©Q(E(Tg) c 0o(E(r)> (8 6 A) *■* F(Tg )H c F(T)H (6 6 A) *
Hence
F(t )H a span <F(t s)H : 6 6 A}.
To obtain the reverse inclusion, let i be in the orthogonal complement 
of 5pan{ F<Tg)Ut 5 fi A} in H. we must show that F(r)C = 0* Let c = 
(Ca). We show that XT o^c “ 0 a*e* > « «= A), from which it follows
that F(t )C = 0. To do this, fix a m  A and consider Ca as a function* 
Define
cr = { t e n : Ca(t) * 0>*
Since F(r6)i = o, XTfiCa = °* Ma a.e., and hence 
Ma(T8 n tr) = 0 (a « A).
Thus
E(TS)E(ff)Xa = 0 ( a e A)
and hence
E<r)E(a)xtx = 0 
by the completeness of B on X. Therefore 
lia(rs n tr) = 0, (a <= A) 
giving F(r)C = 0 as required.
Since the value of F( .) are self-adjoint projections, it follows that
F(r)H and (I - F(t ))K are orthogonal subspaces* Therefore, (I-F(t ))H
— n ACI - F(t 8))H, since F(t )H = span { F(r8)H i 5 «s A}. Hence B0 is 5£A
complete.
The isomorphism e
Define the mapping, from C(fl) into U(BQ), by
K : 4>  p, S d>( A) F(dA).
It is clear that K is an algebraic isomorphism of C( ft) into U(B0).
Since F(.) is a self-adjoint spectral measure, it follows that K is an 
algebraic *-isomorphism. Moreover,
l|K(0)|| ^ ||0||m . (0 e C(0)).
Then K is a continuous algebraic ^^isomorphism of c(0) into U(B0). 
Notice that E(r) 0 for every open and closed subset r of Cl, since C2 
is the Stone representation space of B. it follows that F( .) has the 
same property. From the proof of lemma 2.1.7 and the fact that
IIK(Xr)H ^ llXrlloo' Where r is open and closed and hence xr
continuous, it follows that ||K(xr )ll - llXrlloo* Therefore K is isometric
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on the linear span of
{Xr : r open and closed in £1},
By the Stone - Weierstrass theorem and the continuity of K, K is 
isometric on C(fl). Now
B0 = { P(t) t r open and closed in fl} 
since the corresponding result holds for B and E(.). Since F(t) = 
K(Xr) for r open and closed, it follows that the range of K contains 
B0. By the continuity of K, it follows that K maps C(«) onto U(B0). 
Composing K with the inverse of the map
«*> __* £ 0(A)E(dA) , 0 e C(fl),
we thus obtain an algebraic isomorphism
e : £ 0(A)E(d\) ___> £ 0(A)F(dA), 0  e c (n )
of CJ(B) onto U(B0) which is bicontinuous when each operator algebra is 
given the norm topology. Let E(r) be an element of B, r open and 
closed; then
© i £ xr E(dA) = E(t) __ > £ Xr ?(<**) = F(t) = e0<E<T)).
Hence e extends the map e0 of B onto BQ. We shall write s^ for 
£ 0(A)F(d\) and for J* 0(A)E(dA) when convenient. Note that with 
these notations we have
©(TV = Sjj, (0 6 C(n)).
The following lemma establishes both the weak and the ultraweak 
bicontinuity of e.
2.5.3- Lemmai i) Given x in X and x* in X*, there exist C and n in H 
with HCH. ||r)|| *£ 4k||x||. ||x*|| such that
<TX, x*> - <0TC, n> (T S U(B»
±i) Given C and rj in H and e ^ o, there exist x in X and x* in X* 
with ||x||.||x*|| ^ 4k(l + e )IICII * llnll such that
<Tx,x*> - <GTr), n> (T e U(B)).
Proofi Let x e X and x* e X*. The identity operator I can be expressed 
as I - U { C(xoc) i a e A> where C(xa ) C(Xjg) = o if a * /3. By the
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completeness of B, it follows that lim £ C(Xoc)x = x, where a runs over
cHecr
the finite subsets of A, ordered by inclusion. For each e \ o there
exists cr such that ||x - £ CCx^ jxIl z Ek"1, so if j3 # a , then |C(Xj3 )x|
<3
= ICCx^Xx - £ C(x0c)x)| Z e. It follows that at most countably many
CT
of the vectors CCx^Jx, cx e A are not zero. Since C^x^x 0 «=» 
CCXtxJCCx) ^ Q, it follows that C(x)C(Xa) * o for at most countably
many <x e A. Denote this countable family by { a(n) s n = 1,2,....}.
Define an element j3 = {/3a} as follows
/3a = [2"n] if a = a(n) for some n.
= o otherwise
where [2~n] is the equivalence class in Da(Ma(n)) of the function on n 
with constant value 2"~n*
The measure v( . ) = <E( . )x, x*> is absolutely continuous with respect
to <F(. )/3, /3> and the total variation |v[ of v satisfies
|v|(n) = sup <E(t )x , x *> ^ 4K||x||.||x*||.
Tec
We next show that the cyclic subspace Z(/3) = span { F(r)/3 i r e E} is 
isomorphic to Lz(/i.), where ji( *) = <F( . )/3, /3>. we write tlxr = F(t)/3 
for every t  e E. If the definition of U is extended from 
characteristic functions by the requirement of linearity, then in view 
of the definition of Z(/3), U becomes a linear transformation from a 
dense subset of Lz(/x) onto a dense subset of Z(/3). The additivity of
F(.) guarantees that CJ is well defined. Since the equations
llxrlia = M(T) = <F(r)/3, /3> = ||F(t)/3||z = l|CJxTllz* 
show that CJ is norm-preserving, U may be extended to an isomorphism. 
If r, cr e E, then
U(X t *Xcr) = U(Xrno-) = F(r n a)p = F<r)F(a)j3 = F(t) CJXa.
This means that U<Xr/) = F(r) Uf whenever f - Xo * Since the simple
functions are norm dense in La(/i) the desired conclusion follows. 
Then, by the Radon-NiKodym theorem, there exists a non-negative 
function g in L^/i) such that
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w(r) - Xr g(A) n(a\) (r & e). 
if f  is the non-negative square root of g, then f  «s Lz(m)* If we put 
C = Uf, then
v(t) = jy = S tXr^l^CdX)
= UXr-^ Ha = IIF(t )CJ/||z
= IIF(r)CII2 = <F(t )£, n>,
Where rj = F(t )£, and
Iu|(f2) = sup ||F(T)C||.|inll = IICIMIhll* 
r e E
Then
<ex, k*> = <(eE)c, ri> 
and so, by linearity and norm continuity,
<Tx, k *> = <(0TK, n> CT € U(B)).
ii) Let e i 0 and let C = (Ca) and h belong to H. Then Ca  ^0 f°r 
at most countably many a in A, say for a(n) (n = 1,2,.....). Write Xn
for xCX(n) and pn for jia(n)* Define
£>0
e - £ 2~n xn ,
n~i
and let y(.) = <F(. )C, • We have
y<. ) « <F(.K, C> «  Z 2-n <E(.)xn/ xn*> « E(.)e
the final relationship following from the fact that
C(xn)E(<j)e = 2“nE(cr)xn (a & E, n = 1,2,.*.)*
Also, the total variation of y( . ) satisfies lyi(fl) ^ IICII • llhll • Since 
y( .) « E(. )e, put jit( .) = <E( . )e, e*>, where e* is the Bade functional 
such that <e.e*> = 1. Let p be the function norm given by 
p{f) = sup {tlT<jje|| * <i> e fi00, ||$|| /)
and let U be the hom^omorphism in lemma 2.3*8, where it is assumed
that X = M(e). Clearly y « ju. and hence, by the Radan-Ntkodym theorem, 
there exists <t> e i^C/O such that y(r) = jy <J)( \ )jx( d\), then by theorem 
1.3.7 ii) there exist f e Lap and g e Lp* such that $ ~ fg jx-a.e. Let 
x = Uf and define xQ* e M(e*) by
<z, x0*> = S lT"xzg djx (z e M(e))
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1 <Z, Xq *> 1 = IJ* CJ“ 1Z0djLt| ^  p CCJ- 3^ )  p'(p)
By the proof of lemma 2*3.8 ||x|| = ||CJ/|| ^ PC/)
and p(U~1z) p'(p) ^ 4k||z|| p*(p)
it follows that
l|z|M|x0*|| ^ 4k||z||.p'(p).
Hence, by theorem 1,3,7 ii)
l|x||.||x0*|| ^ 4Kp'(p).p(/) ^ 4k(l + e ) * p( _f).
But p(/) ^ j* (jxjjLt c lv|(£7), and if k* is the extension of xQ*, by the 
Hahn-Banach theorem j|x*|| = ||x0*||. Hence
||x||.||x*|| ^ 4k(l f e)lvi(fi) ^ 4k(l f e)||C||.||nlU 
Therefore y(*r) - <E(t)x, x*> (t e E).
As in the proof of i), it follows that
<Tx, x*> - <(0T)£, r)> (T e U(£)).
This completes the proof of ii)
It only remains to prove the strong bicontinuity of O on bounded sets* 
To see this, first fix C in H and let x in X and x* in X* satisfy 
<Tx, x*> = <(0T)C, C> CT e U(B)).
Let $ e C(fi) and let i|r be a unimodular Borel function on n such that 
|<j)| = \JM>. Then
IKOT^KII2 = HS^ill2 = <S$C, S$c> =  <S  <t>(A)P(d\)c, S 4>(X)P(dX)i>
= J’ l ‘b (X ) la<P(dX)C, C> = <S|<t,|e c, c>
- <T|0 | 2 x, x*> = S !<t>l2 <E(ci\)x, x*>
* !l<t>llco 1 <tI4j| X, X*>i = ilcbttco < T | 0 j  X, X*>
= ll^ll^T^X, X*> ^ ll0|lcollT l^l * I|T(J,X|| . ||X*||
^  4 k ||(b H 0D| | X * | | * l | T (j>X [ | ,  
the last inequality following from the unimodularity of Since 
IMIco * l|T0|| C4> C(O))
we thus have
||(©T)i|[a *£ 4K||T||.||X*||.||TX|| , CT 6 U(fl)) *
The strong continuity of 0 on bounded subsets of U(fl) is immediate.
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To obtain the corresponding result for ©"S fix e ^ 0 in X and let e ^ 
0. Let e* be tbe Bade functional for e e X, jx - <E( , )e, e*>, p -
sup {HT$e|| t 0 6 fi00, (01 ^ f} and U tbe linear isomorphism of Lap onto
M(e)* Since tbe constant functon l e Lap/ tbere exists 8 with 
o Z 8 Z e  sucb tbat p(Xr> L e whenever r e E and m(t) Z S. Also,
since j li is positive, tbe proof of part i) of tbe obove lemma gives tbe
existence of £ in H sucb tbat
Let S e CJ(B0 ) witb ||s£|| ^ qz / {jx(n)}1a. It is readily seen tbat 
<E(Ci)e,e*> o if e / 0, Then
S ~ eT$ ~ S$ for some 0 & C(Q)
and setting
8ji(t ) = 6 JT <E(dA)e, e*> = fr8fx(d\)
* S 1 * ! 0( A ) I djt ^ {j* l0 (A)tad\}'z{^ i(n)>nz 
= <T|0 |z e, e*>’2.
= <S,0j s c,
= listen {*i<n)}1z ez.
lie-'-seii = ||T0e|| = ||T$ui|| = ||U0||
^ p( 0 ) - p( 10 1 ) = p( 10 1 Xr + I *t» I Xt *) 
^ p(Xr)Halloo + P( I ❖ IXT * )
^ II0lloo e 4- 8p( 1) ^ <11011^  f- p(l)} e  
= {IISII + P(l)} e.
The last equality follows from the fact tbat 1101100 ^ IIS$|| = ||S||f and 
IIS$H = I1S|| = | j* 0 P(dX)i as ;; a,*
We have thus proved tbat
ll(e-1S)ell = CUSH 4- p(l)> e 
Whenever 5 e CJ(B0) and ||S£H <£ 8Z/ {jLt(n)>1e* This establishes tbe
<Te, e*> = <(6TK, C> (T e U(B)).
we have
Thus ii(t ) ^ 8 and hence f>(XT) ^ e . Therefore
4
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strong continuity of ©_i on bounded sets and completes tbe proof of 
the theorem. Q .E .D.
2.5.4- Rewar* i A representation theorem for cr-complete Boolean algebra
of projections can be obtained from the main result above. Let C be
a a-complete Boolean algebra of projections on X and let B be the
strong closure of C in B(X). We first show that B is complete. Since
c is bounded, then B is also a bounded Boolean algebra of projections
in X, suppose that B is not complete. By lemma 2.1.5, there is a
monotone increasing generalized sequence {Ea} in B and x in X such
that the limit lin^E^x} does not exist. Let X(x) and Xx(x) be the 
ex
closed linear manifolds generated by the sets {Ex/E ec>, {Ex /E eB), 
respectively. Since B is the strong closure of C, each element Ex 
with E in B is contained in X(x) and thus Xx(x) £ X(x). Evidently 
X(x) £ Xx(x) and so X(x) = Xx(x), from which it follows that EX(x) £ 
X(x) for each E in B. For each E in B, let E denote the restriction 
of E to X(x). It is clear that the set {I / E e B } is contained in 
the strong closure ofC(x) = { E / E e C  }. since the limit lim E^xQ(
does not exist, the limit lim Eq x^ fails to exist in the strong
ex
topology. It follows from lemma 2.1.5 that the strong closure of C(x) 
is not complete. Thus, by corollary 2.1.11, c(x) is not complete, on 
the other hand, since the restriction to an invariant subspace of a 
a-complete Boolean algebra of projections is cr-complete, it follows 
that C(x) is tj-complete. Thus, by the proof of corollary 2.4.2, C(x) 
is complete, which contradicts the first statement and proves the 
completeness of B. Now, let B0 and e be as in the main theorem above 
and let cQ = 0(C). since every monotone increasing sequence of 
elements of c of projections converges strongly to an element in c 
that is bounded and, since e is strongly continuous on bounded sets, 
it follows that cQ is cr-complete. By restricting e to CJ(C), we thus 
obtain a representation of U(C) as the c*-algebra generated by a
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cr-complete Boolean algebra of self-adjoint projections. This
representation has the appropriate continuity properties. Q.E.D.
U
2.5.5- Definition! A von-Neyman algebra is a *-algebra of operators on 
H Which is closed in the weak operator topology of B(H).
Since the weak and the strong closures of a complete Boolean algebra
U
of projections are the same, it follows that U(B0) is a von-Kew/man 
algebra.
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Chapter 3 Restrictions of noraal operators ana
scalar type-spectral operators
3.1- Restrictions of Normal operators
3.1.1- introductioni The purpose of this chapter is to investigate 
Fixman's problem in more detail. Fixman has shown that the 
restriction of a spectral operator to an arbitrary closed invariant 
subspace is spectral if and only if the resolution of the identity of 
the spectral operator leaves the subspace invariant.
wermer and Halmos have obtained some conditions which are necessary 
and sufficient for a restriction of a normal operator to be normal. 
It is shown that this problem is a particular case of Dowson's problem 
on the restrictions of scalar-type spectral operators, Finally, we 
give a generalization of the necessary and sufficiency of the 
condition for a property (P) to fail to the case of a scalar-type 
spectral operator on a separable Banach space.
3.1.2- Definition: Let X be a complex Banach space. An operator T in 
B(X) is called a spectral operator if and only if the following two 
conditions a) and /3) are satisfied:
a) There exists a spectral measure E with values in B(X) such
that
TE( 6 ) — E( 5 )T, 6 e £,
£) cr(T / E(8 )X) S 8 , B e  E.
A spectral operator S is said to be of scalar-type if and only if it 
is of the form:
S = J*o-(s ) XE(dX)
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3.1.3— Definitioni Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let T be in 
B(H). Then T is called a normal operator if TT* = T*T.
Consider a polynomial p(z,2) in the two complex variables z and 2. 
In view of the Weierstrass polynomial theorem, the map
q; i p(Z,2) __ ^P(T,T*)
can be extended to an isometric algebra isomorphism of C(cr(T>) into a 
subalge^bra of B(H) consisting of normal operators such that
= W/)*, Cf e C(<t(T)) ),
3.1.4- Theoremi Let T be a normal operator on H. Then T is a 
scalar-type spectral operator. The values of the resolution of the 
identity of T are self-adoint projections.
Proofs Let be the isometric algebra isomorphism discribed above.
Let x, y e H. The map f __  ^ <\j/(/)x, y> is a bounded linear
functional on C(a(T)) and so, by the Ij^ jlsz representation theorem, 
there is a uniquely determined regular Borel measure ji(.,x,y) such 
that, for all j in C(a(T))
<W/)x,y> = Sa(T) /(A)jx<dX,x,y>. (*)
Let eq denote the a-algebra of Borel subsets of a(T). Since ji(r,x,y> 
is uniquely determined by x, y and t it is, for each r in £0, bilinear 
in x and y. Also, since
<Y(/)x,y) = <x, W/)*y> = <vy(ify/X> Cf * ccir(T)) ) 
jn(r,x,y) is synjetric. Since lju.(T,x,y)i ^ l|x||.||y||, these bilinear 
functionals are bounded, it follows that, for each r in £D there is a 
unique self-adjoint operator E(<j) on H such that 
M(r,x,y) = <E(r)x,y>, (x,y e H) 
it will be shown that E(.) is a spectral measure. By putting f = 1 in 
(*) we see that I = E(cf(T)) and, since E is additive, that
I - E( 6) = ECcr(T)) - E(6) = E(tr(T) / 6), (5 £ E0) .
To prove that E(.) is a spectral measure, it will therefore suffice to 
show that E(cr n r) = E(r).E(cr) for every pair cr,r of Borel subsets of
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<x(T) . For fixed x, y in H and g in C(cr(T)) define 
v(t) = JY g{K) M(dA,x,y), Ct e Ec).
If / e CCo-(T)), then
J*cr(T) /(^)KdX) = IffCT) y) = <W/)M/(0 )x,y>
Since v(.) and ji( . ,^6y) are regular measures
v<t) = J'cr(T) 0<Mx( t ,X) ii(dh,x,y)
= <E(r)«(0 )x,y>
“ Jff(T) 9( M*i(d*,E(r)x,y) (T e E0)
since g is an arbitrary element of C(ct(T)),
<E(t n 6)x,y> = Xff(T)nSnT li(dh,Kfy)
= Sq X(t,A) }i(aK,Kty)
= <E(6).E(T)X,y>, 
it follows that, for all pairs of Borel sets 5, t of a(T)
E( T ) * E( 6 ) = E(6 ).E(T) = E(T n 6).
Hence, E(.) is a spectral measure,
(rn) 1,0 a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets in E0 with union t .
Then
<E(Tr)X,E(T|c)X> - <E(Tjc)E(Tr)X,X> = 0  CK O  
and so, for every x in H, {E(Tr)x} is an orthogonal sequence of 
vectors * since
XJd oo
E ||E{rn )x||a = E <E(Tn)x,x>|| = <E(r)x,x> = ||E(r)x|lz,
"-1 nrl
it follows that E(.) is countably additive on E0 in the strong 
operator topology. Define
E(t ) - E(t n o-(T)) Ct e E, the c-algebra of Borel
subsets of the complex plane)
It follows from (*) and the definition of the integral with respect to 
a spectral measure that
T = Jq-( ) AE( dX ) *
Clearly T commutes with all values of E(,). Let t  e E and suppose
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that A0 e C / f, Define
U = •Tct(T) (*o “ M -1 X(T,A)E(dA).
Observe that this operator satisfies the equations 
(A0I - T)U = CJ(A0I ~ T) = E(r).
This shows that
<r(T / E(r)H) £ t . (t e E)
Q.E.D.
We state the following result, valid for a general bounded linear 
operator on a Banach space, see lemma 1.28 of [3, 20].
3.1*5- Lemma: Let x be a complex; Banach space and let T be a bounded 
operator on X. suppose that T"1- exists as a bounded linear operator 
on x. Let Y be a closed subspace of X with TY £ Y. Then (T / Y)*"1- 
exists as a bounded linear operator on Y if and only if T~XY £ Y.
Proofi If T-iY £ Y, then clearly T“a/y  is a bounded linear operator 
and inverse to T / Y. Conversely, suppose that (T/Y)”1 e B(Y) and let 
y0 e Y. Then there is a unique element y in Y such that Ty - yQ. 
However, T(T-1yQ) - yQ. Hence T“Ay0 = y e Y and so T-1Y £ Y. Q.E.D.
The next result was proved by Fixman for a spectral operator 
[11]; a much shorter proof was given by Dowson (Theorem 2 of 
[4, 441]). We state here the case Where T is of scalar-type.
3.1.6- Theoremt Let X be a Banach space, and let T, in B(X) be a 
scalar-type spectral operator with resolution of the identity E( .). 
Let Y be a closed subspace of X invariant under T.
a ) l f T / Y i s a  scalar-type spectral operator with resolution of 
the identity F( .) then E(t )Y £ Y and F(r) = E(r)/Y, for each r in E.
b) If E(t )Y £ Y and F(t ) - E(r)/Y, then T/Y is a scalar-type spectral 
operator.
Proof; Before proving this theorem we need the following definition 
and remarks.[10].
3.1.7- Definition; Let T « B{X). An x-valued function f defined and
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analytic on an open set D(/) £ C is called an analytic extension of 
T U )  = (C - T p x ;C e P(T) if
(C - T)j=(C)x = x, C 6 D(f),
f( C) = T( C) on D( f ) n p(T). -f€H?-o-tnexwise_-{-4-^ --— T-)-/("C-)^ T(~C-)ix -==~x- --x---
I
Q—wou-Id-^mply -£■ e--cr( T-).
The resolvent set of x, which is a maximal open set and may serve as a
domain of definition of an analytic extension of T( C)x, is denoted by
p(x) or pr(x)* Its complement cr(x) is called the spectrum of x.
Let T be a bounded spectral operator on X with resolution of the 
identity E(.) and let cr c c be closed, then
E(cr)X = { x j a(x) ? a},
For a proof of this result the reader is referred to [10, 1934],
Proof of theorem 3.1.6:
a) Let y e Y. The function y«p/y(C) is an analytic extension of T(C)y 
with domain pt/yCY)* Thus Pt/yCY) - p t(Y), or
1 ) ctt(Y) s ctt/y(Y).
Let F denote the resolution of the identity for T/Y. If cr is a closed 
subset of the complex plane, we have by the remark following 
definition 3.1*7
<rT/YCF(a')y) ^ ct
and by 1)
aT(F(CT)y) £ a 
and again by the same remark
2) E( cf )F( cr )y = F(cr)y.
If r is a closed set disjoint from cr, we get, operating with E(cr) on 
E(cr)F(cr)y - F(a)y
3) E( cr )E( r )F( r )y = 0 = E(cr)F(r)y.
3) and the cr-additivity of F in the strong operator topology show that 
Etcr^cr' ) = o. (o' denotes the complement of cr with respect to C ) 
This together with 2) gives
E(a)y = F(cr)y, ct closed.
The properties of E and F now yield the same properties for every 
Borel set. [11].
h) it is easily verified that T/Y satisfies the axiom a) of
definition 3.1.2. in the case Y = e(ct)X we have
ct(T/E(ct)E(t )X) = ct(T/E(8 n t ) £ 8 rTr £ r\
Hence T/E( £f)X is spectral. Now observe that, since T is of
scalar-type, T = JV(T) AE(dX), (XQI - T)_1 = J (XQ - X)-1 E(dX), and
since E(r)Y £ Y, it follows that (Cl - T)-1, C ct p(T) leaves Y
invariant. Hence u(T/Y) £ ct(T), by lemma 3.1.5. This argument may be 
applied to the spectral operator T/E(r)x and its restriction to the 
closed invariant subspace E(r)Y. Therefore
ct(T/E(t)Y) £ ct(T/E(t)X) £ t , t ct E.
Since
T = Xa(T) XE(X),
then
T/Y ={ J*CT(T) XE(dX)>/Y = * E(dX)/Y = JV(T) *F(dX)
where F(.) = E(.)/Y.
Hence T/Y is of scalar-type, q .e .d .
3.1.8- Theoremi Let H be a Hilbert space, and let T, in B(H) be a
normal operator. Let Y be a closed subspace of H invariant under T.
Then the following are equivalent
a) T/Y is normal 
D) T/Y is spectral
c) T*/Y £ Y, i.e. Y is reducing.
Prooft c) =» a) Suppose Y is reducing^^L^t R = T/Y and^T^/Y' ^  S.
Since Y is invariant^dnder^both T arjdPr*, the operator^R and 5 are
Moreover-;— l-f-y—  —  Rsy“-=;-TT*y_=_T*Ty'_s“SRy
and—so- T/Y is a normal operator^ S u  V ^  Y
a) + £>) Since T/Y is normal then, it is a spectral operator of 
scalar-type.
b) c) Since T* = Jq-(T) *E(dX) if T = Ja(T) XE(dX),it follows that, 
by theorem 3.1.6 fit), Y is reducing. Q.E.D.
3.1.9- Theoremi Let X be a Banach space, and let T in B(X) be a 
spectral operator. Let Y be a closed subspace of X invariant under T 
and such that T/Y is spectral. Then ct(T/Y) £ u(T).
Proofi y is invariant under the resolution of the identity of T, by 
theorem 3.1.6 a). The argument in the proof of theorem 3.1.6 b) shows 
that o*(T/Y) £ cr(T).
3.1.10- Corollary; Let H be a Hilbert space, and let T in B(H) be 
normal. Let Y be a closed subspace of H invariant under T. if T/Y is 
normal then ct(T/Y) £ cr(T).
Proofi Follows at once from theorems 3.1.8 and 3.1.9.
3.1.11- Lemmai Let T be a normal operator on H with resolution of the
identity E( .). Let x <s H and let
M(x) = span{E(t )x  : r ct £}.
Then M(x) is separable.
Proofi By the proof of Lemma 2.4.3, M(x) is isomorphic to Lz(/x), Where 
ji( .) = <E( . )x, x>. Therefore M(x) is separable.
3.1.12- henna: Let S be a scalar-type spectral operator on X, a Banach 
space, with resolution of the identity E(.). Let x e X and let
M(x) = span{E(r)x, r e E).
Then M(x) is separable.(Lemma 1 of [5,305])
Proof: Define ty(f) = S^s) f(A)E(dX) Cf e C(ct(S» ).
Then / — • *K/) is a bicontinuous algebra isomorphic of C(cr(S)) into a
subalgebra of B(X). Let {Pn : n = 1,2,3,....} be an enumeration of 
all polynomials in z and 2 with rational coefficients and defined on
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cr(S). The set {Pq } is dense in C(cr(S)) by the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem. Define
Y = span{ \j/(Pn )Xi n = 1,2,....}.
Then Y is separable and Y £ m(x ). Let z e Y-1*. observe that
<M/(f)x, z> = 0 Cf & C(cr(s)) .
Define }i(.) = <E( . )x,z> . Then
/(A)M(dX) = 0 Cf e C(cr(S)) ).
By the Riesz representation theorem, ji is identically zero and so 
<E(r)x, z> •- o (z yJ“, t e E) 
since the support of E(.) is cr($). Thus Y = M(x) is separable.
3.1.13- Lenina; Let s be a scalar-type spectral operator on x, a Banach
space, with resolution of the identity E(.). Then there is a closed
separable subspace Y of X invariant under S such that S/Y is spectral 
and <r(S/Y) = <r(S).
Proofs Let {Ar ,r - 1,2,3,..,} be a countable dense subset of c 
containing a dense subnet of cr(S). Let ^  be a particular element of 
the sequence. With A^ as centre' construct a sequence of open discs,
say {S-j}j^i, so that, if rj is the radius of S-j then lim rj = o. For
each disc, choose a vector x^j in E(S-j)X. If s-j n c(S) = o, then x^j 
= 0; otherwise we may and shall choose x^j * o. In this way we obtain
C D
an infinite sequence of vectors {Xk3 }j=i associated with Ajc.
Repeating this process for each A^ (K = 1,2,...) we obtain a doubly 
indexed sequence of vectors }^>j=:1, By lemma 3,1.12, M(x-j) is a 
separable subspace of x. Hence
Y = span{ DM(Xij), i, j = 1,2,--- }
is separable. Since each of the subspaces M ( ) is invariant under 
E(t ) (t e E), it follows, from the linearity and continuity of S that
Y is invariant under E(t) (t e E). Hence s/Y £ Y. Since
S* = %(S) XE(dA)
it follows that S*Y £ y . By theorem 3,l.$ b), S/Y is spectral.
Finally, we show that <r(S/Y) = cr(S). By theorem 3.1.9 <x(S/Y) £ ff(S), 
then it is enough to show that ct(S) £ cr(s/Y). suppose that Ak e cr(S). 
Then, given any neighbourhood N( Ak ) of Ak , some Sj( Ak ) has the 
following properties
1) S}(Ak ) £ N(Ak ); 2) S-j(Ak ) n cr(S) * 4>.
By construction there is an xki * o such that E C S ^ x ^  - xki* This 
means that S^(Ak ) and hence N(Ak ) contains a point of <r(S/Y). if this 
point is not Ak, then this shows that Ak is a limit point of cr(S/Y), 
and hence Ak e cr(S/Y), since this set is closed. Thus cr(S) £ a(S/Y) 
since a(S) has a dense subset consisting of points Ak . Q.E.D.
3.1.14-coro11ary: Let T be a normal operator on a Hilbert space H with 
a resolution of the identity E(.). Then there is a closed separable 
subspace Y of H invariant under T such that T/Y is normal and tr(T/Y) = 
a(T).
Proof: Follows from theorem 3.1.8. and corollary 3.1.10.
3.1.15- Lemma: Let Y be a separable Banach space and let S be a 
scalar-type spectral operator oh Y with resolution of the identity 
E( .). There is a vector y in Y such that whenever t e E and E(T)y = o 
then also E(t) = o.
Proof: {E(*r) : r <= E} forms a cr-complete Boolean algebra of
projections. By the proof of corollary 2.4.2, B, the closure in the 
strong operator topology of this Boolean algebra of projections is 
complete. Thus corresponding to each x in Y, there is a carrier 
projection c(x) of x given by
C(x) = n {  E e B : Ex = x }.
Let { CCx^) : a e A} be a maximal family of carrier projections with 
the properties C^x^) 0 (oc e A) and Cfx^C(x^) = o if a ^ /3. We
claim that {C(Xq()} is countable, observe that B is a bounded Boolean 
algebra of projections because {E(t) : t e E} is bounded. We can 
assume without loss of generality that ||xa| = l (oc <s A).If CCXq^cCx^)
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= 0« then
llXa - x0| & 1/M IlCCxaXxa - xp)\[ = tlxcxll / M = l / M, 
Where M is a positive hound for the norms of the projections in B. It
follows from the separability of Y that {C(Xa)> is countable and so we
may take the set of positive integers as an index set A. Define
to
y « E 2~r xr * 
r =1
Let r e E and suppose that E(T)y = 0. Then C(xr )E(r)y = 2”rE(r)xr = 0 
and so E(r)xr = 0. Because C(xr) is the carrier projection of xr 
CI - E(r))C(xr) = C(xr)
E( T )C( Xr  ) = 0  (r = 1,2.....).
If E(t ) o there is a vector x in E(t )Y with |jx|| = 1* From the last
equation
C(x)C(xr) - 0 (r = 1,2, . . *)
contradicting the maximality of the family {C(xr) : r=l,2,....}. We 
deduce that E(r) = 0 . q .e .d .
3.1.16- corollaryi Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let T be a 
normal operator on H with resolution of the identity E(.). Then there 
is a vector y in H such that whenever r e  E and E( t )y = 0 then also 
E(t) = 0.
Proof: By theorem 3.1.4, T is a scalar-type spectral operator. The
conclusion follows at once from theorem 3.1.15, since M(x), x e H is
separable by lemma 3.1.11. q .e .d .
3.1.17- Definition: Given a sequence of simple closed rectifiable
curves {cn , n = 1, 2, 3,..., } in C, we say that the sequence
increases monotonically, if each Cn lies inside Cn+x.
We recall that a measure /i. is finite if IjLt(C> 1 is finite.
Throughout the work that follows we write E(jO  for the support of 
/i * [16, 54-64] and [17].
3.1.18- Lemma: Let i*i, ?2 and c be non-intersecting simple closed 
rectifiable Jordan curves such that C is the interior of r2 and rL is
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in the interior of C. Let /(A) toe a function Which vanishes at 
infinity and is holomorphic for A outside or on r^. suppose that /i is 
a compact measure such that C is contained in E(/i)* Then given e i o, 
arbitrary, there exists a complex measure v with v « jx such that for X 
on or exterior to
if(M - J* (t - x r l<3v(t)| L e.
Proof: Since f(X) is holomorphic for X outside JTi, and vanishes at 
infinity, then by the Cauchy integral formula, for X exterior to C 
f(A) = 1 /(2rri) f (t - A)"1 /<fc) dt,
where the integral is taken around C in a positive direction with
&
respect to the exterior of C. Let L be the lenth of C and let M A
/I
max!f(A)I for A on or exterior to c . For t on C and A on or exterior 
to r2 # (t - A )"1 f(t) is a uniformly continuous function of t
independent of x, i.e., given e A o there is a s A o such that
!(tj. - A )” 1 - (tz - x r 1f(tz )l L z f 2L
for X on or exterior to r2 and for ltL - tz l L s. Since C is a 
rectifiable Jordan curve, there is a partition of c such that the norm 
of the partition is less than 6. Let Cj_, C2, C3,..., cn be the 
partition points on C, where the subcripts of C^'s increase^ as we 
proceed around C in a positive direction with respect to the exterior 
of C. Let
ai -  _  / < C i ) C C i + 1  - C t ) „  0ai _ , i - 1, 2, . .., n,
where we take cn+1 = c^. Note that, from the definition of the a^,
£ lajj L ML.
n
Define Si( A) = f< A) - .£ (A - C-j r 1 a-j
Then gx(X) As holomorphic on or exterior to r z . [  In fact, gx(X) is 
holomorphic exterior to C]. Furthermore for X on or exterior to r z ,
9 X ( A ) l  = _1_ f f i t )  hri j t  -  A
d t  - £  _ _ _ 5±!
2r J  A - C ^ i
i i " i^i+i r /(t) /(ct) -j
i=l Jci L t - X Ci - AJ
dt
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1 £ f^i+l 1 -f(t) _ jP(Cj)
ZiT J C i  I t - X C± -  X dt L e/ 2
About each Cj we can construct a closed disc of radius 8 -j sucb tbat 
for It - Cjl * 8j, we bave
KC-J - X )- 1 - (t - x r 1 ! C e(2HL)-1 
for any X on or exterior to Tg* Call this disc Fj. wo assume tbat 8j 
are cho^sen so tbat Fj n Fjl = ♦ (tbe empty set) for i * j.
Define v on Fj by
i,(B> = L i ^ ) d>i for E c *1 ■
n
This defines v for any Bubset of tbe set F = U F-i. Define w(E) = 0
j-i
If E n P = ♦. Then v 4: n. Consider 
fl<X> = /(X) - J .
For X on or exterior to Tz$
l/KMI - IflKXjl + 1 ~ j
Tbe first term on tbe right bas already been sbown to be less tban 
e/2, Consider
I £  f ■ * * *>.. | = IE  r -■&- + f - i -  ^(t)l I1^=1 x - C-J J t - x I I ^ L  \ - c-j J.,t - x K
hi
* 3Si 1p3 Ir^ Cj" x -1 I ‘m(p])
L zi5T J  dK * ~ T  •
fj
Therefore, l/i(X)| C e on or exterior to T2 * According to tbe
n
definition of v, it follows tbat C is measurable and lu'(C)! ,E la-jl L
3=1
ML. Thus u is finite. Q.E.D.
Tbe following well-known lemma is stated without proof.
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3.1.19- Lenmai The function fi(X) = / ( A ) - J ( t  - A)_1<3u(t)# defined 
in the preceding lemma, is holomorphic for X on or exterior to r2, and 
fl(X) vanishes at infinity.
3.1.20- Lemnat Let ^ be a compact measure and suppose that £(ji>
includes a monotonically increasing sequence of closed rectifiable
oo
Jordan curves {Cn}n=o. Then there is a finite complex measure v with 
v « fi such that X xndw = o for n ^ o, but w g o.
Proofs Let f(\) be a function which is holomorphic for x on or
exterior to cQ and such that /(X) vanishes at infinity. Assume also 
that /(X) £ o. Since /j. is compact, there is a positive number r such 
that IX| ^ r for X in £(m) * The Runge method of approximation is used 
to give a representation of f(\) as a Borel series for IxI x r. we 
use essentially the same method of approximation to show that there is 
a complex measure u and a set s, with v « i±, such that
-  f t), for !xI x r.
Jjg t - x
Let Ln be the lei|th of Cn. choose a sequer^Se (en}n=a such that En X 0
oo
for n = 1, 2, .... and £ en Ln L 0.
n=l
We proceed by applying Lemma 3.1.18 to each of the curves with an odd
subscript. Let c - c^, ri = cQ, r2 = c2 and e = e 3.
Then, by lemma 3.1.18 there exists a complex measure « f.l such that 
!/(*) - £ (t - X )-1 d^(t)| L e 3 . for x on or exterior to c2. To 
indicate the curves of the sequence to which they belong, we add a 
superscript to the coefficients in the rational approximation and the 
symbol for the closed sets. Thus for some real M
.Cla1*! I L ML1# and P1 = U F1  ^ .
3 ^
Consider the function
fl(X) = f(X) ~ £ (t - X T 1 dv±(t) 
by lemma 3.1.19, jfi(X) is holomorphic for X on or exterior to c2. Let 
C - Cg, rx » C2, r2 = C4 , and e = ea. Then by applying lemma 3,1,18,
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again, we obtain a function
f2<M = /i(M - J* (t - xr-t-dvzit)
Where vz is a complex measure with vz « p. and with I  ^51 ^ e5 for A 
on or exterior to C4 . By lemma 3.1.19, fz(A) is a holomorphic 
function for A on or outside C4 and it vanishes at infinity. We note 
that
. £!a3-j I L e3L3.
J - 1
Now, E(^i) is in the annulus hounded by C0 and C2 while C(wa) is in 
the annulus bounded by c2 and C4 . Furthermore, from the definition of 
£(1^ ) it follows that C2 does not intersect £(yx). Hence £(ux) n 
£(^2 ) = Thus without ambiguity, we define a measure v such that 
v(E) = v±(E) for E in £(^3.)
and
v(E) = ya(E) for E in £( vz) .
Then we have
f(A) - j*Fxn P 3 (t£ -
Proceeding by induction, suppose3 /m~l(A) has been defined and v has 
m-i . ,
been defined on U Fz3 sr . we apply lemma 3.1.18 to the function 
/m~i(A) with c = c2m_i, Px = c2ni-2 ' r 2 - c2m' 911,3 e = ezm+i* We 
obtain a function
fm( A) = fm-lC A ) - J ( t - A  J" 1 cJvm( t ) 
with lfm(A)l L for A on or exterior to c2m,
£ jazm xjI Z e2m-i*L2m-l
and ECi^ m) is contained in pzni~it gy lemma 3.1.19, fm(A) is 
holomorphic for A on or exterior to c2m and vanishes at infinity. 
Defining v(E) = ^m(E ) for E in C(^m)/ we have
/m(A) = /(A) - Jic (t - A f ^ K t ) ,  Where k =.U F2^"1.
Since lim rn = 0 , it follows that lim :fm(A) = 0,if I A I \ r. Hence
to— ^ —3 to
f(A) = Ss ( t  -  A )"1 <Mt)
oc
for IAI 1 r, where S =,U F23 1,
J-l
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We now repeat the approximation process, This time we use the curves 
with even subscripts and approximate - f(X), The function - f(X) is 
holomorphic for x on or exterior to Ci and - f(X) vanishes at 
infinity. We apply lemmas 3,1.18 and 3.1.19. Let C = C2, = C^, T2
= C3 and e - e+. Then there is a function
gi(X) = - f(X) - 1 C t - x r 1 dyx(t) 
with 5i(\) holomorphic for x outside or on C3 , gi(X) vanishes at 
infinity, and ISiCX)| L e4 for X outside or on C3 . Also Z I |  L 
ML2 . We choose the Fzj so that Fz n S = 4>. Then we define v on Fz by 
v(E) = Yj.CE) for E c p^. After applying the preceding lemma m times, 
we have
£7mcx> = - /(*) - jm <t - ^ r 1 <Mt)
m  .
where M = U Pz3 and M n s = <t>. For x on or outside c2nH-i* 0m(M 18
3 - 1
holomorphic and ISmCMl L e2TIl+z. Since lim en - o, it follows that
n
lim gn(X) - 0 for IM ^ r* Thus
Oo
- = Ja  <t -
°°
where A = U F2 3. Define vCE) = o" if E n (A U S) = <*>. Then we have 
*) ict -  x r W c t )  = j*s ( t  -  x r ^ c t )  + jA ct -  x r W c t )
= f(X) - f(X) = 0
for 1X| 3, r.
From the definition of v, it follows that v « \l and v £. o. Also
1V(C)1 -<,£ .
^ 3 - 1
It was pointed out above that
n*
£ la^l <£ MLlf ,£ |a2j| L ML2, and £ la1-}! *£ EiLi 
j-1 jrl j-i
for i = 3, 4 , .... Hence, from the choice of the en,
09
|VCC)| ^ MIa h ML2 + £ EnLn L 00.
n - 3
Therefore v is finite. Then, v is of compact support , and if t e 
ECv), then lt| ^ r. Thus for 1X1 X r and t e L(v)t we have
CO
**) (t - X )-1 - - E tn X n~x
nr o
Since this series is uniform^ly convergent in t for 1X| X r and t e
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I
E(v), Where v is finite, integration term by terra is justified. 
Therefore
oo
***) J* (t - A )- 1 <Mt) = -E S x~( n+l >tn du(t)
n~o
for t e £(v) and IM \ r. By equation *), the left side of the 
equation ***) is identically zero for IM \ r. However, the right 
hand side of the equation ***) cannot be identically zero for IM \ r 
unless the coefficient of each power of X is zero. Hence, we have 
j- tncMt) = o ( for n = o, l, 2 , ___ ).
Q.E.D.
3.1.21- Lemmai Let T be a normal operator on H, a Hilbert space, with 
resolution of the identity E(.). Suppose that e(T) contains an 
infinite sequence of simple closed rectifiable curves which increases 
raonotonically. Then there is a closed subspace H0 of H such that TH0 
£ H0 but T / H0 is not a normal operator.
Before proving this lemma we need the following definition
3.1.22- Definitiont According to the spectral theorem for normal 
operators
<Tx, y> - / A dMxy 
where T is a normal operator on H , x, y e H and is a complex
measure defined for Borel sets in the plane. Also, for any Borel set 
M of the complex plane, there is defined a projection E(M) on H such 
that
<E(M)X, y> = Mxy(M)*
The set function jiixy is a finite measure with compact support, we say 
that tixy has property (P) if and only if the statement "v is a complex 
measure with v « Mxy* and j* An dv = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2,...) implies v = o. 
The next result is a generalization of lemma 3.1.20 .
3.1.23- Leninat Let K be the subspace of H spanned by vectors of the 
form E(M)x for each Borel set M. If juyx does not have property (P), 
then there are y, z «= K such that
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J- hn dfiyz = 0 (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) 
tout ttoe complex measure /iyZ ^ o.
3.1.24— Theorem: Let T toe a normal operator on ttoe Hilbert space H. 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition that property (P) fails for 
T is that there is an x e H such that property (P) fails for 
[17, 96].
Prooft Suppose that property (P) fails for T. There is a subspace k q 
H such that for each y e K, Ty e K but for some x e K, T*x ^ K. Thus 
there is z K-*- such that <Tnx, z> = 0, (n = 1,2,..), tout <T*x, z> ?* 
0. Hence J* XnMxz = 0 (n = 0,1,2,.,.) tout X A dMxz * °* Since fixz ^ 
Mxx it: follows, from the definition 3.1.22, that iiyx does not have 
property (P). Conversely, if there is x in H such that does not 
have property (P), then toy lemma 3.1.23 there are y and z in H such 
that
X \ndtiyz = 0 (n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,...) 
tout <E(M)y, z> = jXyz(M) £ 0 for some Borel set M. Now since <Tny, z> 
= X Xn djay2 = o ( n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,,.)," we see that z is orthogonal to the 
smallest invariant subspace containing Sf. Now the set of all vectors 
of the form E(M)y belong to the smallest reducing subspace containing 
y. Then, since <E(M)y, z> # o for some Borel set M, it follows that z 
is not orthogonal to the smallest subspace of H which reduces T and 
contains y. Hence the smallest invariant subspace containing y is not 
reducing. Therefore property (P) fails for T. Q.E.D.
Proof of lemna 3.1.21: By corollary 3.1.14 there is a subspace Y of H 
such that cr(T/Y) = <r(T). Also toy theorem 3.1.16 we may choose a 
vector, x say, in Y, such that E(.) / Y « where E(.) is the
spectral measure for T. Now, cr(T/M(x)) is the support of the spectral 
measure E(.)/ M(x) and this is the same as the support of the spectral 
measure E( . )/ Y, Which is equal to cr(T/Y). Hence cr(T/M(x)) = cr(T). 
Also the support of is precisely cr(T). By lemma 3.1.20, it
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follows that Mxx does not have property (P). The desired result then 
follows from theorem 3.1.24. Q.E.D.
3.1.25- corollaryi Let T be a normal operator on a Hilbert space H. 
If the interior of cr(T) is non-empty/ then property (P) fails for T.
Proof; if the interior of cr(T) is non-empty, then cr(T) contains an
oo
increasing sequence (Cn)n=l of simple closed rectifiable Jordan 
curves. Hence by theorem 3.1.21 property (P) fails for T. Q.E.D. 
Next we prove the following result of Werner (theorem 9 of [18, 276]) 
under the additional assumption that the underlying Hilbert space is 
separable. [7].
3.1.26- Theoremi Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space, and let 
U, in B(H), be a unitary operator. Let E(.) be the resolution of the 
identity for u. Let m(.) denote Lebesgue lineal measure on T = 
{ z : |z| = l>. Then property (P) fails for CJ if and only if
m(.) « E(.).
Proof: suppose the property (P) fails for CJ. Then by theorem 3.1.24 
we can find x in H such that x o and <ukx, x> - 0 (X Q). Let *) 
= <E(.)x, x>. Then
XT Ckd*i(0 = 0  (K?iO),
Observe that
St ck dm(0 = Xo^ e1^ 0 do = o (X * G).
The set of finite linear combinations of functions of the form {£k t X 
= 0, ±l, ±2, ...} is, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, dense in C(T), 
Hence, there is A \ 0 such that
Jt ^ f(C) dra(C) = ST f(C) dm(C), (/ e C(T)) 
and so by the Riesz representation theorem, ju.( . ) = £ra(.). Hence, 
since y.( • ) « E(.) , we have also m(,) « E(. ). conversely, suppose 
that ra(. ) « E(.). Then, by the proof of Lemma 2.5.3, there is an x in 
H with m(.) - <E(.)x, x>. Hence
<Ukx, x> = JT dm(O = d© = 0 (X * 0)
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and <x x> = 2ir. Therefore x & 0, and property (P) fails for u by 
theorem 3 .1 .2 I4. Q.E.D.
Note that the proof of the preceding theorem shows that, in a general 
complex Hilbert space. If the property (P) fails for u then m(.) « 
ECO-
A conterexaraple will be given to show that, in general the converse is 
false.
3,1.27- Theoremi Let r be a simple closed rectifiable curve in c and 
let m(.) denote lineal measure on r. Let 0 be a function with the 
following properties:
i) 0 is an injective mapping of {z : |z| ^ 1} onto r U I(r)# where
I(D is the inside of r, such that 0 and 0“~I are continuous.
ii) 0 is holomorphic on { z t |z| L 1).
Let £( . ) denote lineal measure on rD = { z i |z| =1}. If 6 is ar
Borel subset of rQ then 0(6) is a Borel subset of and m(0(6)) ~ 0 if 
and only if JK< 6) = o.
Outline of proof: Let r be parametrized by r = £{0(eit:): o *£t ^ 2fr}. 
Introduce the family of curves rr = fl{0(reit) : o t *= 2 tt >, where 
0 L r L 1. Let be Lebesgue lineal measure on rr. We show that for 
every Borel subset 6 of rQ we have
lim nr(0(r8) = m(0(6)) (1)
L r—
l^vide [o, 2tr] into 2n equal subintervals [tm^, tm] (np= 1,2, ...,2n)
2 "
ln(r> - E !0(r«itm) - 0(reifcm-X) 1
Observe that
M rr> = limrnCr)
v\—J-OO
and
m(r) = lim iLgirjr)*
—> 1
It follows from the E.H. Moore theorem on interchange of double limits 
that
m(T) - lim lim ln(r) = lim lim ln(r) = lim jir(rr)
m—>oo ^  T—>1 f—>2
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A similar argument: proves the corresponding results for open arcs of 
the curves r and rr ( corresponding to the same subintervals of
[o,2tt]) and the extension to open sets follows, since an open set is a 
countable union of disjoint open arcs. Note also that if 5 is a Borel 
set such that
lim jur(4>(re)) = m(4>(S)) (*)
r-»l
Then
limjLtr((j)(rr\ra) = m(0 (r\6 )).
The class of sets 6 for which (*) holds forms, by the preceding
argument a a-algebra containing all Borel sets and hence (1) is 
proved. It follows that m(4>( .)) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to £{.). To see this, obsrve that
fi(8 ) = 0 j-grl^'Creit)! dt = 0
^ jLtr(<t>r( 8 )) = 0 ( 0 L r L 1)
** m(0 (8 )) = o
using (*)
Hence there is an absolutely cofttinuous function C on [o, 2tt] such 
that
m(<D(8 )) = J*g C’(t) dt, 
where c'exists a.e. on [o, 2it] and C'(t) 0 , since both m(0 (.)) and
£( . ) are positive measures. Since the inverse function 4>_ 1 is 
continuous, it follows that
£'(t) 1 o a.e. on [ o, 2ir] 
bet a be the subset of [o, 2tt] on which C'(t) exists and is positive. 
If fi(8 ) A 0, then m(4>(6)) = S& C'(t)dt = fQncr C'(t)dt ^ 0 . Q.E.D.
The follwing result is due to J.Wermer. (Theorem 9 of [18, 276]). 
3.1.2B- Theorem: Let T be a normal operator on a separable Hilbert 
space H . Let the resolution of the identity of T be E( .). suppose 
that the spectrum of T is a simple closed rectifiable curve r. Then 
there is a closed subspace Y of H such that TY Q Y but T \ Y is not
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normal If and only if Lebesgue lineal measure ji(. ) on r is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the spectral measure E(.)•
Before proving the theorem we need the following lemma (see lemma 8 of 
[1 0 , 2188]).
3.1.29- Lemma: Let E be a spectral measure in the complex Banach space 
X which is defined and countably additive on a <r-field E of a set D, 
and let g be a bounded Borel function defined on the complex plane. 
Then
Jn ^c/(X))E(d\) = aooEcr*1^ ) ) ,
for every E-essentially bounded E_measurable function on n. (Noted 
EB(D, E))*
Prooft Let / be in EB(D,E), and for every Borel set 8 in the complex 
plane let F(5) = E(J:~;l(8 )). If g is the characteristic function of 
such a set 8 , then, since F vanishes outside /(£!),
Jjf(n) f?(X)F(dX) = F( 8 ) = E(r-1(8 »  = J*n f?(/(X)) E(dX).
Now the set of bounded Borel functions g for which 
J/<n) s(X)F(dX), = j*n er(jT<x))E(dX) 
is clearly linear and closed in the set of all bounded Borel 
functions. Since this set contains every characteristic function of 
Borel set, it contains every Borel function, Q.E.D.
Proof of theorem 3.1.2B; Let D be the inside of r and let 4> map D 
conformally onto (z s \z\ L 1 ). Then <l> maps r U D homeomorphically
onto { z s lz| 1), and a Borel subset 8 of r has jn(6 ) = o if and
only if m(4>(6)) = o by theorem 3.1.27, where m(.) denotes Lebesgue 
lineal measure on the unit circle. Let |^/ be the function inverse to <t> 
so that ^ maps {z : |z| 1} homeomorphically onto r U D. Define
U = X<j(T) 4>(X) E(dX)
since I4>(X)| = 1 if X e r, U is unitary. By lemma 3.1.29, the
resolution of the identity F( .) for U is given by 
P(0><T)) = E(t)
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for any Borel subset r of r. Let 8 be a Borel subset of the unit 
circle. xnf F(5) = o if and only if E(vj/(6 )) = o.
1) Property (P) fails for T if and only if (P) fails for U.
An application of lemma 3.1.29 gives us
a = Sx= i XF(dA).
Now let property (P) fails for T. Then there exist x, y with 
<Tnx, y> = Jp An<E( dK )x, y> = 0, n Si 0 
and <E(. )X/ y> is not identically zero. Therefore <F(. )x, y> is not 
identically zero and
<Qnx, y> = <F(d\)x, y> = q , n 5k 0
by lemma 3.1.23 and theorem 3.1.24 property (P) fails for CJ. A dual 
argument shows the converse.
2) (p) fails for U if and only if Lebesgue lineal measure m( .) on 
the unit circle is absolutely continuous with respect to the spectral 
measure of u follows from theorem 3.1.26
3) Lebesgue lineal measure m( .) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to F( . ) if and only if m( .) « E( . ). Let 6 be a Borel subset 
of the unit circle.
if now F(6 ) = 0 then E(vp(8 )) = o and so ju((J>(8 )) = o, by assumption. 
By theorem 3.1.29, this implies that m(6 ) = 0. Thus m « F(.). The
I
converse follows sernilarly.
1),2) and 3) together now give t the assertion.
3.2 A counterexample
lb
The purpose of this section is to show that theorems 3.1.^ and 
3.1.2$ may both fail if the hypothesis of separability on the Hilbert 
space is omitted, see [7, 163].
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3.2.1- Examplei Let T = { z s |z| = 1 ) .  consider the set H
consisting of all complex functions f, defined on T, vanishing off
some countable set G(/) s T, and such that i E lf(t)|z Z qd
b & T
with the usual vector space operations, defined by setting
Cot^ + oc2.f2 )(t) = axfi(t) f a2f2(t) Ct e T, fx,fz e H).
Inner product and norm defined respectively by
<f, 9> ~ Z f( t) 0 (t), Hftl = (E lf(t)|£)i2 C f, Q e H) 
t € T
one can prove that H is a Hilbert space. Define a unitary operator U 
on H by
(CJ/)(t) = tf(t) (t e T, / e H).
The resolution of the identity E( .) for CJ is given by
(E(r)/)(t) = xT(t)/(t) (t «s T, f e H, r &r)
Next we show that if t e Dj» and t * 4> then E(t) ^ 0, Suppose that X
e t. Then E(t)x(A) = x(M* It follows iiranediately that if m{.)
denotes Lebesgue lineal measure on T, then m< .) « E(.). Also if x e
H, then <E( . )x, x> vanishes off some countable subset of T.
Therefore, for all x in H, m( .) ^ <E( . )x, x>. This shows that lemma 
b 26
3.1.1ft and hence theorems 3.1.^ and 3.1.2$ may fail if the hypothesis
of separability is omitted. suppose now that property (P) fails for
26
U. The arguments of theorems 3.1.,13 and 3.1.2$ show that there is a 
vector y in H such that m( . ) = <E( . )y, y> . As explained above, this
is impossible. Hence although we have m(.) « E(.), property (P) holds
26
in this case, and so theorem 3.1.^' and 3.1.2$ may also fail if the 
hypothesis of separability is dropped.
3.3 Restrictions of scalar-type spectral operators.
3.3.1-Theorem: Let s be a scalar-type spectral operator on x, a 
Banach space, with resolution of the identity E(.). Suppose that cr(S) 
contains an infinite sequence of simple closed rectifiable curves
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which increases monotonically. Then there is a closed subspace Xq of 
X such that SXq c Xq hut S \ Xq is not spectral operator.
Proofi By lemma 3.1.13, there is a closed separable subspace Y of X 
invariant under s, such that S \ Y is a scalar-type spectral operator 
and ct(S) = xr(s\Y). By theorem 3.1.6 a), the resolution of the 
identity of S \ Y is given by F(.) = E(.) \ Y. By lemma 3.1.15, there 
is a vector y in Y such that if t e E and F(T)y = 0 , then F(t ) = o.
By proposition 2.3.2, there is a functional z in Y* such that
i) <F(T)y, z> & 0 (r e E);
!
ii) If <F(r)y, z> = 0 for some t in E, then F( t )y = 0. 
Thus the support of the measure <F(r)y, z> is cr(S). By lemma 3.1.20 
there is a complex measure v( .) « <F( . )y, z> such that v is not 
identically zero but
^(S) Kn dv(\) = 0 ( n = 0 , 1 , 2 , ... ).
By corollary 2.4.3, there are x in Y and u in Y* such that
v(t ) - <F(t )x , u:> (t e E)
Thus <;snx, u> = o, (n = o, l, 2, ...) but for some r in E we have
 ^ <F(r)x, u> * 0. Hence, if XD = span { Snx s n = 0,1,2,.... }, then SXQ
c xQ but F(t)x ^ xQ so F(t) does not leave XQ invariant. By theorem 
3.1.6 a), s \ xQ is not of scalar-type. Q.E.D.
3.3.2- Corollary: Let s be a scalar-type spectral operator on X. 
Suppose that a-(S) has non-empty interior. Then there is a closed 
subspace X0 of X invariant under S and such that S \ Xq is not a 
spectral operator.
3.3.3- Theoremi Let S be a scalar-type spectral operator on X with 
resolution of the identity E(.). Suppose that the spectrum of S is a 
simple closed rectifiable curve r, if there is a closed subspace Y of 
X such that SY c y but S \ Y is not spectral, then Lebesgue lineal 
measure on r is absolutely continuous with respect to the spectral 
measure E(.).
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Proof» By corollary 3.3.2 and the proof of theorem 3.3.1, there exists 
a closed subspace Xq of X and an x e X such that XQ = span { Snx : n =o 
l, 2,...} is invariant under s and such that S \ Xq is not spectral. 
Let M(x) = span { E(t)x, t e £}, where E(.) is the resolution of the 
identity of s. By theorem 3.1.6 &), s \ M(x) is a scalar-type
spectral operator. since cr(S\M(x)) £  <J(S) by theorem 3.1.9, it
follows that, by corollary 3.3.2, property (P) fails for S \ M(x). 
Let S0 - s \ M(x) and by theorem 3.1.6, E0(.) = E( . ) \ M(x), where
E0( .) is the resolution of the identity of s0. Let Y = M(iy. By
proposition 2.3.2 there exists x* in Y* such that
i) <E0 (t)x, x*> ^0, t e E
ii) if, for some t in £, <Eq(t)x, k*> - o, then also Eq(t) = 0.
Let
jiQ(r) = <Eq(t)x, x*> , r e  E.
It is easily verified that
Ec( .) « E0(.)x « Mo « E0(.).
Therefore the support of jj.0 is et£ual to a(S0) = r. Also, by corollary
3.3.2 and lemma 3.1.20, there is a measure m * with Mi « Mo such that
Sr *n Mi(dA) = 0  , (n = 0 , 1 , 2 , --- )
but Mi is not identically zero.
by corollary 2.4.3, there are Xq in Y and y in Y* such that 
Mx(t) = <E0(r)x0, y>.
Thus <SnXo, y> - 0 (n - 0, l, 2, ...) but for some r in E we have
<Eq(t)xq, y> ?£ 0. Now consider the Hilbert space H = La( Mo)' an<1 let
A, in B(H), be the normal operator defined by 
CA/)(t) = tf(t), t e r ,  f e H.
Now, (T(A) = r, by theorem 3.1.21, property (P) fails for A. For let
{F(r> s r e £} be the resolution of the identity of A, Where
CF(r)f)(t) = xT(t)f(t), t e r ,  / e H.
XT(t) = 1, t e t
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Xr(t) = 0, t jfe T.
Then MoCr ) = <p(T )Xr' Xr>' t e £# and so 
p( * ) « Mo « F( • ) *
cr(A) = r. Now# by theorem 3 .1 .2 1 , there is a closed subspace H0 of H 
such that AHq £ H0 but s \ H0 is not normal. By theorem 3.1.28 
Lebesgue lineal measure on r, jit say# is absolutely continuous with 
respect to F(. ). Therefore
m « F( . ) « fiQ «EC( . ) « E( .).
Q.E.D.
3.3.4- Theorem: Let S be a scalar-type spectral operator on a 
separable Banach space X. Let the resolution of the identity of S be 
E(, ). Suppose that the spectrum of s is a simple closed rectifiable 
curve r. Then there is a closed subspace Y of X such that SY s Y but 
S \ Y is not spectral if and only if Lebesgue lineal measure (i(.) on r 
is absolutely continuous with respect to the spectral measure E(.). 
(Theorem 3 of [5# 308]).
Proof: The necessity of the condition pL(. ) « E( .) follows from theorem 
3.3.3. Now# suppose that m( * ) « E(.). Let D be the inside of r and 
let 0 map D conformally onto { z : !z| 4, !}• Then 0 maps r U D
homeomorphically onto {Z: |z! ^ 1}# and a Borel subset 6 of r has ji(S) 
= 0 if and only if m(0(6)) = 0 by theorem 3.1.27# where m( . ) denotes 
Lebesgue lineal measure on the unit circle. Let vji be the function 
inverse to 0  so that 0 maps { z : jzt ^ 1 ) homeomorphically onto 
r u D. Define
U = J'ff(S) E(dA)
U is a scalar-type spectral operator on X. Also cr(U) € {z i |z| = 1). 
The resolution of the identity F(.) of u is given by 
FC0(t »  = E(T)
for any Borel subset r of r. Let 6 be a Borel subset of the unit 
circle, if F(8) = 0# then E(v|/(8)) = o. Hence m(8) = 0# and so
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m< .) « F( .).
Observe that
£7T - ~
j*Q eine ae ~ o (n = 1 , 2 , ...).
By corollary 2,4.3, there are u in X and v in X* such that m( .) =
<F(.)u, v>. From above
. i n  . _
<Unu, v> = J4]- xn<F(<3X)u, v> = Xq eine de - 0 ,  n = l, 2,...
Let Uu = x. Then
<Unx, v> = 0 (n = 0 , 1 , 2 , .,, )
But for some Borel set r of the unit circle <F(t)x, v > * 0. Observe
that
<snx, v> = l|£| x (\J;( £ ))n F^( dC )x, v> = o, n= o, l, 2 ,...
This follows since is continuous on (z i |zi 1 } and analytic in
{z s |z| L 1> and so it can be approximated uniformaly on the unit 
circle by a sequence of polynomials. Thus
<snx, v> =• Jp xn<E(<3X)x, v> - o (n = o, i, 2, ..,)
But <E(T)x, v> * 0 for some Borel subsets r of r, it follows that the 
subspace Y - span { snx i n = 0; l, 2, ,..} is closed and invariant
under s but not under { E(t) : r e £}. By theorem 3.1.^6, S \ Y is
not a scalar-type spectral operator. Q.E.D.
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